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Members Of Trinity Community
Student
Rally To Preserve Trees On Campus Drinking
Incidents
Allegedly
On Rise
BY W. FJSHWICK MCLEAN

News Writer

On Thursday, October 28, many in the
Trinity community were shocked to hear
that the large, prominent, and beautiful
80 foot tall European Beech tree near the
Koeppel Student Center in the Chapel
parking lot would have to be torn down
in order to build a new admissions/career services building in the same area.
The existence and importance of the
Beech tree was recognized in the planning stages of the project, which called
for it to remain. But because of an error
somewhere in the design process, the relation of the root system to the new construction was improperly calculated.
Although the tree had originally been
slated to stand, Vice President of Finance
Michael West informed faculty members
that day in an emergency meeting that
the tree would have to be removed in order to provide space for an underground
utility area. Concerned members of the
community fear that this error will have
far reaching consequences, since the destruction of such a large and prominent
tree would change the aesthetic value of
the campus in a dramatic and permanent way TTheaoc woul4alsogoagamsc
a statement made by the administration
in an official and open context last May
that the tree was not in any danger of
being torn down.
Among the many faculty members
and students who have decided to take
an active stance on this issue is Professor
of Political Science Diana Evans. Says
Evans, regarding the sudden recognition
that the tree was in peril.'That fact [that
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Trinity faculty, staff, and students are protesting the loss of trees on
campus, particularly, the Beech in the Chapel Parking Lot.
the tree would need to be torn down] was
discovered in the process of laying out
the building boundaries and in planning
to shield the roots of the beech tree with
steel plates. It seems that no one previously had noticed that the excavation for
the foundation of the building would
come to within 8 feet of the trunk, de-

have an obligation as a community to
protect them for future generations. It is
critical that we balance building projects
that are needed for us to retain our position as an outstanding liberal arts college
with the natural beauty and tranquility
that trees and green spaces provide for
our campus."

which the tree could not survive."
On the importance of arboreal survival, she notes that "Our trees are such
an important part of Trinity's character.
In fact, we have some very significant
trees here, some of which are the largest
of their species in Connecticut. The
beauty of those and other trees is reason
enough to preserve them, but they are
also part of our long, rich history, and we

both surprised and saddened at the possible findings and are dismayed that the
tree has been reduced to the status of a
mere obstacle impeding on the construction of the new, state of the art building,
as currently planned. The strong common voice in favor of saving the Beech
seems to have made the administration
reconsider its plan. As of now no decisee TREES on page six

Trinity Hosts Preview Weekend
for Prospective Students of Color
BY RUTE PINHEL

News Writer

This weekend, 85 high school seniors
of African-American, Latino, AsianAmerican, and Native-American descent were invited to explore Trinity in
a program designed to give students of

BY RENAY SMALLCOMB

,1 News Editor

color an opportunity to get to know Trinity College with special attention given
to the multicultural houses on campus.
Throughout the event, known as Preview
Weekend, students are given the opportunity to experience life on campus, talk
with students and faculty, and sit in on
classes.
"The application procedure for the

HANNAH GANT

Melissa Meza '03 (far left) and Kelly Kempner '03 (far right)
pose with prospective Aggie (center) this Preview Weekend.

weekend is a selective process," explained Nathalie Perez, Assistant Director and Coordinator of Multicultural
recruitment. Applications for the program are normally sent out to seniors
whom have already expressed interest in
Trinity as well as to high schools around
the country. Students are asked to submit a transcript, SAT scores, and an essay.
High school seniors who are enrolled
in an academic program consisting primarily of college preparatory courses
and who have maintained at least a B
average are eligible for the program. Admissions received 160 applications this
year and 90 were accepted. Most of the
students are from Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York and New Jersey although several others came as far as
Washington, D.C. and Chicago.
Students are paired with current Trinity students that volunteer to host Preview weekend participants and show
them around campus.
Students arrived Saturday evening
and met for a typical Puerto Rican dinner. Among the events scheduled for that
evening was a student panel in which
Trinity students, particularly those involved in multicultural houses on campus, were able to answer questions and
see PREVIEW on page eight

With the beginning of the current semester, the administration and staff of
Trinity began more stringently enforcing alcohol policies for underage students than in years past. While the
stricter enforcement on social life were
recognized and criticized immediately
by students upon returning to campus,
the college is now able to evaluate the effects of the new enforcement policies.
In a recent e-mail to the Trinity community, Campus Safety addressed an increase in the number of students
transported to Hartford Hospital and
treated by TCERT for overconsumption
of alcohol. According to Brian Kelly, Director of Campus Safety, in September of
last year, three students were transported
ttfHarribrd Hbspiml and rton^ were
treated by TCERT. An increase in the
number of students needing medical attention was apparent this past September, with two students being transported
to the hospital and six being treated by
TCERT. There was a similar increase the
month of October. In 1998, one student
was brough t to the hospital and none required the aid of TCERT. Last month,
three students were transported to Hartford Hospital and five were treated and
released by TCERT.
Vice President of Student Services
Sharon Herzberger argued that the apparent increase may not actually exist,
stating, "We have not had an accurate
way of tracking the numbers. TCERT
has changed it methods for tracking data
quite drastically. Secondly, there was
confusion about the confidentiality of
TCERT last October, before an e-mail
see AL COHOL on page n ine
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We Must Embody Social Responsibility On A
Personal As Well As Institutional Level
During his visit to Hartford this Thursday, President Clinton announced
that the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) would provide $6.2 million in loan guarantees for the Learning Corridor and Cityscape
(on Zion Street), two of the Southside Institutions Neighborhood Alliance's
(SINA) most important projects. Clinton's action affirmed Trinity's dedication to civic responsibility. This commitment lies at the very heart of. Evan
Dobelle's educational vision.
As part of Clinton's visit, President Dobelle spoke to a group at the Artists'
Collective where he stated a principle that he has put into action at Trinity:
it is the college's obligation to "set knowledge at the service of humanity."
Trinity is receiving much deserved national attention for looking beyond
its ivy-covered walls. President Dobelle has allowed Trinity to make its mark.
Just four short years ago, we were a school that was searching for its place.
Seen as a safety for the Ivies, we were our own greatest critics. Williams was
seen as better, so was Amherst, and we lacked a coherent mark of pride.
That has changed. Trinity is now a socially responsible school. We care
about our neighborhood, and we realize the obligations that come with the
privilege of. attending such an institution.
Now that we have reached this mark, we must climb higher. We must
realize our full potential as an institution and look inwards just as strongly
as we have been looking at our surroundings.
;
This is not to say that we should ignore the neighborhood—quite the contrary. We must continue to build externally while solidifying Trinity itself.
We need to foster the growth of pride in our school while building a community of which we can be proud.
Most importantly, we need to take the social responsibility we demonstrate as an institution and apply it to ourselves as individuals. Strengthening our academic focus is imperative. In addition, we have to raise the level
of respect for each member of our community and the community itself—
Trinity is not a brief stopping point on the way to a career; it is a tremendous, dynamic institution worth caring about.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
The Tripod office is located in the basement ofJackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondences to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100.
• Visit our -website at
\vww.trincoU.edu/info/pub_student/tripod.
Subscribe to The Tripod: $15 for 11 issues (1 semester), $28 for 22 issues (lyear),
$50for44issues(2years\$90for88issues(4years).
Editor-in-Chief
Business Office
FAX
(860)297-2583
(860)297-2584
(860)297-5361
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00PM on the Friday before publication, Letters should
be addressedto the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
will be giverra forum.
All letters are the sole'responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of
f Jit Tripod. The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevity.
:
Letters may be submitted via:
• CAMPUS MAIL: BOX 702582 • E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources'/Docex/Tripod

Hartford Is On Comeback Trail, Should
Not Be called A Ghetto
having no cultural advantages,
nor excitement and fun is inane.
1 ask the author: Have you ever
This is in response to the ar- attended a concert at the
ticle published last week en- Webster Theater, eaten a meal at
titled "Life in the Trinity Timothy's, seen a Broadway
Ghetto." First of all, on behalf show at the Bush
of myself, and hopefully the
nell, or wandered through the
entire Trinity community, I art galleries at the Atheneum?
would like to apologize to the In my mind, that's certainly culsurrounding neighborhood for ture. Hey, and don't knock the
such offensive remarks made Insurance Companies, you
by one of our students. Not might get an internship at one
only was this article offensive some day.
to the Hartford community, it
The most ludicrous point in
was also offensive to all Trin- the article is the author's
ity students, faculty, and ad- method of characterizing an
ministration who have been entire city (population 130,000)
working extremely hard in re- on one incident, involving one
cent years to improve commu- other person. A hit and run acnity
relations,
while cident can occur anywhere, and
attempting to reconnect with yes, 1 can assurethe author that
our neighbors. To even suggest, it can happen even where he or
as the author did, that Trinity, she comes from. Lastly, I would
should ask prospective stu- like to state that I take pride in
dents "how do you feel about the city of Hartford.
living in a scary ghetto?" is ap1 look forward to the days of
palling in my mind. To refer to revitalization, the hopeful deBroad Street as a "fine example velopment of Adriaen's Landof a ghetto street" is preposter- ing, and the opening of the
ous. That statement is harsh, Learning Corridor. The main
insulting, and most impor- reason I chose Trinity was to extantly, one hundred percent in- perience a city, and live WITH
accurate. Those of us who the city. After my four years of
participate in neighborhood undergraduate study here, I'm
community service such as the sure Hartford will hold a special
Boys and Girls Club, homeless place with my memories of colshelters, and soup kitchens lege life. Those who shut Hartknow that Hartford is indeed a ford out of their Trinity lives,
special city wir.h,charac.ter, dis- and make false generalities, betinction, and promise. When I lorig'at Hamilton or Middlelook outside the gates onto bury, where they don't have to
Broad Street, 1 see the construction of the Learning Corridor, worry about these so-called
where about 800 children will dangers and "sketchiness,"
attend school next year. Does whatever that means. Once
that sound like a ghetto to any- again, I apologize to the neighone? When I walk down Broad borhood for this thoughtless
Street (yes, alone, and without piece.
a bulletproof vest) I witness a
vibrant community, complete
with chatting neighbors, and Sincerely,
music. To refer to the surrounding neighborhood as
Davis Albohm '02
To the Editor,

Feeling The Cold Hand Of Reality
Thanks to your pals over at TCAC nothing happened, and as
usual you missed it. The Cold Bringer chased out the Indian
Summer while you were crying in your beer and groping that
pre-frosh. At least you have a long winter to look forward to.
Remember, whisky warms the body and kills the soul.
SGA Meeting

Proving once more where we
get that crazy idea Trinity stu
dents are apathetic.

Rustic Overtones

Sounds like they are trying to
rip off the Roots, the only problem is the Overtones stink.

Two Skinny J's

were good, but hour an
half wait is reserved for
A-list bands only

$6 million for the Learning JkWe're %lad Unde Sam is kick'
Corridor
^ mS m some more for a noble
. cause
The Prequel

Preview Weekend

^Nothing like beer and pre-frosh

^ Affirmative action is good, but
^ we 're not sure this is the right
way to go about it.
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Sign Of The Time: Student's Right
To Free Expression Under Attack
The Removal Of Signs On The Long Walk Raise Serious Concerns Over Free Speech And Student Discourse
i

BY GREG PAGNINI
AND ERICA SCHERZER

Opinion Writers

A recent exercise for our Political Science 330 class, the
Government and Politics of
Contemporary China, has
raised some serious questions
about the policies on our campus. On Tuesday, October 26, we
made and subsequently hung a
series of large character posters
attacking "capitalists" and other
"counter-Communist revolutionaries". Our goal was to creatively mimic the events in
Maoist China in the 1960s, commonly known as the "Cultural
Revolution." The majority of
these posters were aimed at
class members, who were fully
aware of their content and even
assisted in hanging them. Some
of the posters attacked Marriott
and the Trinity College bookstore. These institutions were
picked more so than any other
on campus, because they are the
embodiment of student resentment stirred by unfair prices.
All posters utilized either direct
Mao quotes or other authentic
slogans from the time period.
This exercise was purely academic in nature; our intent was
to induce political conversation,
not convince certain members
of the Trinity community that
f
the school.
Within an hour of our hanging the posters, the professor received a phone call from the
Dean of Students Office, inquiring whether she was responsible for the posters recently
seen around campus. Their
presence had apparently
sparked a string of panicked
phone calls to the Dean of Students Office asking if "Communists had indeed taken over the
campus." The professor was

then strongly encouraged to
send out an explanatory QP to
the entire student body about
these posters. The resulting QP
was then mailed at 4:00 PM: "A
SERIES OF POSTERS WHICH
APPEARED RECENTLY ON
CAMPUS ARE PART OF A
CAMPUSROLE-PLAYCPOLSCI
330- GOVERNMENT AND
POLITICS OF CONTEMPO-

RARY CHINA) OF THE CHINESE CULTURAL REVO LUTION."
Our concern is not a result of
the posters having been taken
down, as this fate inevitably
befalls everything that gets
posted. It is the motives behind
the disappearance of our posters that may be cause for further exploration. The only facts
that we are sure of is that the
posters were taken down in a
manner uncharacteristically
more expedient than usual of
alike posters being hung in the
same places. While they recogd
l

that such a significantly timeconsuming activity as clearing
all posters form the Long Walk
could occur, unbeknownst to
the Administration, and they
weren't even concerned. One
would hope that they would aspire to higher levels of monitoring capabilities. Our inquiries
into our posters' disappearance
have only been as fruitful as our
conclusive observation that
Trinity does not have an adequate policy statement on
what may be posted, how it is
protected, and most importantly, how this applies to our
academic freedom.
Though the subject matter
concerned in our posters was
meant to be a parody, it could
easily have been a genuine political sentiment. What if posters denouncing racism or
discrimination had been torn
down instead? What rights do
we have to express controversial
opinions without censorship?
As a private institution,Trinity is not subject to the protections of first amendment rights
as we are not a public school. In
its place, however, we subscribe,
along with a number of other
schools, to an alike dogma
known as academic freedom.
Though we do not believe that
the recent events are necessarily a violation of our academic
freedom, we are at a loss for
-what this terra entails. We-

The Trustees Are
Misunderstood
SCOTT W. REYNOLDS

Secretary of the College

I have been invited to write
a column about my perceptions of trustees by the Opinion Editors of the Tripod. I
find this a difficult assignment because "opinion journalism" is not a concept with
which I am comfortable. I
gather that its aim is to effect
informed debate by provocative opinions.
I am not impressed by
opinion journalism in action,
either in the pages of the Tripod or elsewhere such as the
public affairs shows on television where lack of civility
is loudly celebrated.
I must say that when 1 read

ment, perhaps as an alumni
volunteer in admissions, or in
fund raising, or in the Career
Services network, or in local
alumni clubs or participation
on an alumni board, of which
there many. With regard to
the second characteristic, my
opinion is that accomplishment does not always mean
wealth. Certainly, some trustees have achieved significant
financial success, but others
have made their mark in
higher education, secondary
•education, journalism, the
clergy, public television and as
small business entrepreneurs.
Regardless of wealth, each
trustee's vote carries the same
weight. How do trustees behave? My opinion is that when
trustees make decisions, they

What rights do we have to express
controversial opinions without censorship?
our posters, and the subsequent,
unscheduled stripping of all
posters on the Long Walk, the
Dean of Students Office showed
little interest in finding the responsible party. An investigation into the mass poster "theft"
was conducted by Campus
Safety only after our professor
requested it. It was shocking

would like to take this event as
an opportunity to openly question what liberties we are allowed under the academic
freedom policy so that any future events such as our recent
exercise can easily be resolved.
We await the creation of a clear
policy, outlining Trinity's position, to answer these questions.

ATTENDANCE:

1,785

Mr. Weiss's portrayal of trust- want the facts first. Most imees as wealthy, ignorant, un- portant actions requiring
caring control freaks who are Board action are first dischanging the College in an cussed in one of the Board
undesirable fashion, my reac- committees.
tion is to pass this debate by.
It is in these committees
I find these characterizations that trustees specialize in a
too far from reality. I thought particular aspect of the
that the comments offered by College's operation. It is in
Trustee Chair Tom Johnson these committees that the inin response to these charac- puts of faculty, students and
terizations were a sufficient administrators are heard.
response. I do have percepCommittee recommendations about trustees based on tions are then made and disa long association with the cussed by the full Board of
College as a student, parent, Trustees before the final vote
alumni volunteer, trustee, is taken. 1 do not see the carelative (Tom Johnson is my pricious behavior insinuated,
brother-in-law) and now as rather I note a deliberate dean employee. Who are they? I cision making process. There
find that it is difficult to gen- is no question in my mind
eralize about trustees. Over that the activities and the opthe years, I have not noticed erations of the trustees are
a stereotype, and I can't think not widely known or underof any individual trustee that stood. However, there are norfits the description offered in mal channels to the trustees
the Tripod on October 5th. and I do see students and facHowever, my opinion is that ulty using them on matters
there are two characteristics of individual concern. It is
common to almost every part of my job to facilitate retrustee I have known. One is lations with our trustees. My
a serious commitment to the instructions for this column
College and the other is ac- were not to present factual
complishment in their cho- information or detailed prosen profession.
cesses regarding trustees, but
Most trustees are alumni of I am willing to do so in perthe College. For many of son. I know that there are disthem service on the Board of connects in our community
Trustees is the culmination and I am eager to do what I
of many years of involve- can to help correct them.
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For God's Sake, Try To Respect
Our Dorms, Rooms, And Quiet
BY DUANE SIBILLY

Opinion Writer

Being at college for my second year, I now realize that in
addition to being a hallowed
place of learning and academia,
a college campus is also a social
engine that is fueled by Parties,
Noise, Sex, and Booze: the Four
Sacraments of collegiate social

room that is audible outside of
the room is grounds for removal from the dorm. Secondly, since the beginning of
this school year, 1 personally
have not experienced a single
weekend where the term
"quiet dorm" could.be applied
to Jackson Hall. In this context, my quotation marks save
our publishers some money;
they don't have to print the col-

Now, don't get me wrong. A little noise never
hurt anyone, and this is not an invitation for
every RA in Jacksoii to suddenly become
Sound Nazis.
life. To be totally honest, 1 can't loquialism "so-called" in front
name anyone who hasn't parof "quiet dorm."
taken in at least two of these
Now, don't get me wrong. A
activities, and I know lots of
little noise never hurt anyone,
people. However, I'd like to reand this is not an invitation for
mind the Trinity College camevery RA in Jackson to sudpus that there are many ways
denly become Sound Nazis,
in which we go too far.
roaming the halls shouting "no
I live in Jackson Hall. It's the
stereo for you!" However, at
"quiet dorm." I put this in quonight, early in the morning,
tation marks for two reasons.
and during the weekdays,
First, it's the arbitrary designawhen people are trying to
tion used by the Office of Resicatch that rare wink of sleep
dential Life for the dormitory
or crank out those 15-20 pages,
selected to have twenty-four
NOISE IS BAD! Residents of
hour quiet hours. By virtue of
Jackson Hall, indeed, all stua contract signed by every residents of Trinity College, please
dent of the hall, any noise
take this into account the next
originating within a student's
time you decide to go on an al-

Students Need
Something To Do
BY ERIC BROWN

Opinion Writer

Face-painting, psychics and
hypnotists. Is this what my
weekend activities are coming
to? Every weekend I run to the
computer to check out what's
happening on campus. Itseems
as though the "Anything at the
Barn" series isn't anything that
the upperclassmen would expect. I feel like my life has been
rewound back to freshman year
in boarding school.

However, I think the administration and the "powers-thatbe" are missing the students'
point. WE JUST WANT SOMETHING TO HAPPEN ON CAMPUS!
We do not have to have alcohol at every event. Is it against
the law for the school to sponsor an activity that features a
band at the "Party Barn?" Last
year there were disc jockeys and
bands almost every weekend. It
is well known that last year,
when there was no beer at the
Barn there was low attendance.
Now, there is nothing to do except either get obscenely drunk
in your room, drive to a bar, or
get your face painted.
Oh mighty Camp Trin-Trin
administration—you have made
your point. You win. The alcohol policy will never again be
the way it was. Many of us hate
you for having to make those de-

cisions, but we understand. But
I do understand that it is un- just because you don't allow allawful for under age students to cohol anywhere (believe me the
drink, and that the college has campus is oh so dry now: do you
to respect the law because of li- hear sarcasm?), doesn't mean
ability issues. I do not mind that that you should totally destroy
every student who walks . the life of students.
through the door gets carded.
Also, word on the Long Walk

cohol-induced scream-fest
through the halls, or play unmentionable boy-band music in
your rooms at equally unmentionable volumes. Quiet is our
friend.
Noise pollution is actually a
tamer problem, however. Another side effect of the Four Sacraments is the temporary
removal of wits and inhibitions
that leads to vandalism. Allow
me to present a clear picture on
this topic. Three weeks into the
semester, a male bathroom in
Jackson was nearly totaled. To
this day, sinks hang loosely
from their mountings in the
wall, toilet paper and paper
towel dispensers are either
missing or inoperative, commodes overflow or refuse to operate at all, and a door is gone
from one of the shower stalls.
Yes, you heard right, ladies and
gentlemen... gone. Ripped off in
a moment of supreme strength,
idiocy, or drunkenness. Perhaps
it was all three.
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"Life In Trinity Ghetto" Writer Unfair
To the Editor,
I am writing in response to the
article "Life in the Trinity
Ghetto" by Mai Goda. Frankly,
1 do not understand why
people who work for the Tripod must constantly write articles calling the areas
surrounding Trinity a ghetto,
and complaining about how
unsafe they are. It is not as if
students did not know what
type of area Trinity was in as
they were coming there, and
by writing articles such as
these, the writers of these articles do not encourage students to experience the city for
themselves.
Also, I would like to take issue with the calling of Broad
Street "a fine example of a
ghetto street." I find it incredible that the writer implies
that Broad Street is completely
unsafe. I personally have been
running or walking down
Broad, Washington, New Britain and Park Streets, sometimes by myself and
sometimes-with others (including walking home from
the Civic Center once at mid-

Some of these problems get
fixed. Others, like the sinks and
stall door, are left as is in the
now famous North Campus
mentality: if you fix it, they'll
just break it again. This is a plea
to all those who take such actions, whether they are sober or
drunk: vandalism is a no-no.
Not just a tiny no-no, a BIG noTo the Editor:
no. Here at Camp Trin-Trin, you
may get away with it, but in the
.Like mq4f merjabejs gf the
"real world," this just do^Wtfly. •
Trinity College "community," I
Some of the things I've said
was shocked when I read the
may not apply to you. Some of
article in the Tripod of two
the things I've said may offend
weeks ago revealing the emyou. But you must remember
bezzlement of SGA funds by
this one thing: until we don cap
two Trinity students, However,
and gown and walk away with
unlike most people reading
a rolled-up sheet of paper worth
the article, I wasn't startled by
one-hundred twenty thousand
the news that two students
dollars, all we've really got here
had stolen funds which had
to occupy us outside of classes
been entrusted to them. I had
is this campus and each other.
suspected that this embezzleIf we trash this place and make
ment had been going on for
things unpleasant for others, it
quite some time now, but I had
gets worse for us all. Take care
no evidence to prove it. I was
of Trinity and each other.
shocked that the news of this
felony had finally broken out
into the open. I was beginning
is that the Board of Trustees
to think that'this crime would
made an agenda of topics to
never be brought to light.
deal with in order of imporI have been hearing rumors
tance. I believe it started with
about the unethical and illegal
academic rigor, then more
actions of one of the accused
embezzlers for a year and a.
We do not have to half from several different
have alcohol at people, Each one of these
had heard the rumors
every event. Last people
third-or fourth-hand. The
year there were disc most startling and absurd of
jockeys and bands... these allegations was that one
of the accused, upon relinquishing his position of aubuildings (students won't be
thority within the Student
able to move without running
Government Association, had
into a backhoe,) and finally the
actually attempted to explain
least important-student life. I
in detail how to embezzle
am so happy to hear that the
funds to the student who was
Board's last concern is one of the
to fill his position in the commain things that create a great
Trinity. 1 hate to say it, but with- ing year. When I heard this rumor, I brushed it off as too
out us the students, you can forfantastic to hold any truth.
get about academic rigor and
However, after the events of
more buildings, because if
the past few weeks, this allegathings keep going the way you
tion seems utterly plausible.
are making it, then you will not
have an intelligent, overpopuPerhaps I should have related student body. There will
ported this rumor of embe no one here.
bezzled funds when I heard it
Finally, to quote a wonderful
a year ago, but what would
petition that I saw hanging on
that have done? I had heard it
Mather's doors, "Students don't
fourth-hand, which doesn't
go to Harvard because they' make it incredibly reliable indon't party, and they won't go
formation, and even if I had
here for that reason either!"
told the Business Office and

night), and have never once
felt in danger, not to mention
even acknowledged by the
people going about their business.
Finally, to say that Hartford
has "none of the cultural advantages" of a city also shows
the authors lack of experience
with downtown. While nobody will argue that it is of the
same caliber of Boston or New
York, Hartford has a number
of nice restaurants, as well as
the Atheneum, Bushnell Theater and the Hartford Stage.
Students must be willing to
shake the stigma of Hartford
being a run down city with
nothing to do. Perhaps next
time the writers who feel compelled to put down Hartford
will actually go out and explore the city instead of throwing insults at it from behind
Trinity's gates. Hartford is a
city with a lot of advantages,
and it is the responsibility of
the students to go out and get
to know it for themselves.
Sincerely,
Stephen Greene '02

SGA Silence A bout Embezzlement
Deplorable, Students Should Act
urged them to investigate,
would they have taken me selicjusly? Probably not, since I
had no evidence to support
the allegation and was in no
position to gather any. However, someone they may have
taken seriously would have
been an SGA representative,
who would have been in a position to detect embezzlement.
Surely someone within the entire SGA organization other
than the two accused embezzlers knew something about
this crime and was in a position to turn in these two felons.
After all, I think it is probably
safe to say that the rumors I
heard were not coming from
the embezzlers themselves.
"Why didn't SGA members
who suspected wrongdoing
and presumably had the evidence to prove this wrongdoing go to the Business Office
with their suspicions earlier?
I do not mean to smear the
entire SGA organization with
this letter. I am sure that most
SGA members were unaware
of the felony that occurred
during their tenure, and are
just as shocked as the rest of us
at its revelation. However, it is
ridiculous to suggest that no
one within the SGA organization knew about the embezzlement of funds before it
was investigated by the Business Office. Even if these
people are not guilty of the
crime of stealing student
monies under their control,
they are guilty of conduct that
is just as serious: the crime of
silence and acquiescence
when deplorable activity was
occurring right under their
noses.

Sincerely,
Lincoln Heineman '01
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
A Message To The Trinity Community From TheVice President OfStudent Services
To the Editor,
Over the last year I have talked about
Trinity's "alcohol policy" in open forums, small meetings, and privately
with hundreds of students. The discussions have helped both me and the students involved appreciate the
complexity of the issues that Trinity
and campuses all across the country are
grappling with. Because of the continuing confusion and considerable debate
still surrounding this issue, I have decided to write to all of you directly.
Let me place Trinity's set of policies
in context. Within the last few years,
there has been an abrupt change in the
nation's stance towards excessive and
illegal drinking. Fueled by very public
deaths on college campuses, news of riots following student parties, and surveys showing that the rate of abusive
drinking among students leapt by onethird since 1993, the public has become
increasingly angry and has demanded
action. Ninety percent of the public
want a ban on public drinking; over
eighty percent would support an increase in taxes (imagine that!) to fund
efforts to stop alcohol use among minors. The Senate signed a proclamation
in 1998 calling upon the nation's colleges and universities to do something
significant to stop excessive drinking
and the violence that stems from it.
Grand juries np,w^;
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on their campuses.

On Trinity's campus, we also saw the
consequences of alcohol. Those of you
who have been herefora couple of years
must remember how the campus appeared on Monday morning. Cups and
glasses along the beautiful Long Walk
and broken glass thrown against the
walls of Life Science Center greeted
work crews and students going to 8:30
classes, and remember what your halls
looked like. Every weekend we used
money that could have been spent on
academic programs and financial aid to
replace sinks and paper towel holders
that had been ripped off walls. Students visited the Dean of Students Office and their professors crying because
they couldn't sleep or study the night
before an exam.
I want to be clear. Most students at
Trinity never damaged property, nor
kept their hallmates up until all hours.
But a small minority can wreak havoc
in an environment dedicated to the serious pursuit of knowledge and attracting some of the best students in the
country.
Wha t did we do? We banned hard alcohol at student-run social events. We
asked the hosts of social events to take
responsibility for promoting the safety
and well-being of their guests and respect for property. We asked students
to serve as peer monitors and leaders in
residence halls and to foster an atmo'••; ..sphere of civility. We followed the ex..': srHpleof rnostcommunitiesaround the
country and banned open, public
drinking. In compliance with law, we

We Say The Woman's
Center For A Reason
>%,

BY BETH MIUER-LEE

Opinion Writer

Last week 1 sat with Marjorie Smith
and Laura Lockwood in front of Mather
Hall soliciting comments from people
about eating disorders and body image.
Every year RIBS, translated Redefining
Ideal Beauty Standards (translated
Marjorie the hard working rock star),
cuts out construction paper T-shirts on
which people write about body image.
This year we got everything from "1 like
big butts," to "This is for my roommate
who thinks black olives are a meal." 1
was happy to see many men contributing comments about their body image
and about their perceptions of women.
One man was especially chatty.
"I have some problems with the
Women's Center," he announced after
writing an especially poetic T-shirt
about women. The three of us paused,
then Marjorie and I asked why that was.
Now this is always an interesting moment when you are a feminist. You want
to hear what they have to say and you
know it is probably going to be some
myth about feminism or its going to be
some insulting comment that you feel
compelled to take in stride, lest you enhance the bitchy-can't-take-a-joke-manhating-femi-nazi myth. Generally
speaking, you are asked questions in
front of people, with humor and charm.
It's a test.
So he came up with my favorite criticism of the Trinity Women's Center.
"The Women's Center isn't very welcoming to men. I mean, it's called the
"Women's Center." We smiled and explained that every event we run is open
to the entire community, something that
we always stress in all of our Quick Posts.
You know the ones some of you get so
annoyed by? (Aside: Just so you know,
Laura has one QP account that about

seven different women need to use to
make announcements, hence all the
QPs.) I often wonder if Career Services
gets as many complaints as we do?
Let me set the record straight: The
Women's Center is a resource for everyone, men and women. Last year I had
two interesting encounters with men
who were not afraid to use the Center
as a resource. One man breathlessly ran
into the lounge one Wednesday afternoon and asked, "You got any condoms
here!?" I hooked him right up and resisted the compulsion to give him a
high five.
Another man came cautiously and
cryptically asked if we had any information. 1 paused and said, "We have lots
of information here, anything in particular?" He paused and announced,
"My girlfriend can't have an orgasm." I
was a bit taken aback. But thoroughly
impressed and said, "I have just the book
for you." I gave him a copy of The New
Our Bodies Ourselves, with an entire
section devoted to female orgasms and
chatted with him for a while about the
issue. I was lucky enough to be there a
week later when he returned with the
book. He looked very happy. I couldn't
resist and asked, "How'd it go?" "Great!"
he said. "That's an excellent book." So
the point is that there a few men who
are really not afraid of the Women's
Center.
About the name: it does not make
any sense to change the name to make
men feel more welcome. Men are going
to have to trust us. The Women's Center is an education, resource and help
center. It is a help center that women
in particular need to feel safe going to.
If we named it something innocuous
like "The Gender Center" or "Cozy Fun
Place for Everyone to Hang Out," we
would be denying the most important
function we serve-to help and support
women in distress.

We also offer a plea that is hard for
established reasonable limits to the
amount of alcohol that can be served at young adults to absorb: Recognize that
events, limits based upon what an adult, you are not invulnerable, and that
drinking socially, might consume dur- drinking is not worth the risk.
ing a certain period of time. Again conWe are committed to maintaining a
sistent with law, we prohibited underage balance between encouraging indedrinking.
pendence and personal responsibility,
What has happened? Damage to prop- on the one hand, and necessary overerty plummeted last year and continues sight, on the other. We must balance
to be rare this year. RAsand Mentors re- our commitment to uphold law with
port that the halls are quieter, and the recognition of privacy rights. And,
Buildings and Grounds staff see signs above all, we must balance Trinity's'
that students are beginning to keep halls commitment to the best possible educational en vironmen t for our excel len t
and grounds cleaner.
Have we fixed all problems? No. students with knowledge that educaBased on national statistics, we might tion and personal development often
assume that about 30 percent of students occur in forums far removed from class.
who enroll at Trinity are already accomTrinity has not imposed standards
plished drinkers. Some students are un- for conduct and respect for law frivohappy about the rules, and we know that lously or out of a desire to keep stumany use fake IDs and older students to dents from having fun. In fact, we want
get around the barriers. I am often told you to have a great deal, of fun. I take
that students "preload" to "make sure this opportunity to urge you to help.
they can get through an event without Tell us what you'd like to do in your free
alcohol" or "postload" in private rooms time. Take advantage of the adminisor bathrooms because they didn't "get trative and financial resources we ofenough" at the event. Too many students fer. Or run with your own ideas.
(one is too many) are rushed to the hosWe have no intention of turning
pital because they poison themselves Trinity into a "dry" campus. We respect
with alcohol. And, even in the wake of a the right of 21-year-olds to drink. We
death on campus from violence, students set up nights at the Bistro and parties
continue to fight with each other.
elsewhere, and invite students of age to
Students often assert that, when it enjoy a beer, should they choose. Becomes to alcohol, they want robe treated cause of problems student groups are
likeadultsand make their ownmistakes. having obtaining liquor perrni ts, we are
We understand. Almost all of you are at filing for a "university license" for the
least 18-years-old,and we can'tand won't Vernon Center so that students won't
have to apply on their own. This should
monitor what you do in private.
Adults make their own choices, take make planning for dances or other
responsibility for those choices, and are events much less chaotic and will reaccountable to the law. We do not force duce the burden on student planners.
In the present \ega\ climate and beadults to drink in their rooms or drive
d
iauor too
3br Bylnfa allow underage students to
themselves. In the adult world^drinking ' drink or even watch as overage stuto excess or drinking in order to have fun dents drink-to excess. Because Trinity
are considered signs of a drinking prob- is a college — one of the finest in the
lem. At Trinity, we treat it the same way. nation — we also cannot stand by and
We sanction students who damage prop- allow the few to affect the academic
erty, hurt people, or involve others in lives of the many. So please, as fellow
their misuse of alcohol, but we do not adults, let's work together.
discipline those who choose to drink privately and only bring risk to themselves. Sincerely,
Instead, we offer help. Deans, health professionals, counselors, coaches, RAs and Sharon Herzberger
professors stand ready to offer aid when- Vice President for Student Services
ever asked by a student or a caring friend. and Professor of Psychology
I often go in to work on The Women's
Center Newsletter on the weekends. I
always pick up the phone on the weekends because it is usually a woman calling because she thinks she has been
raped. I am not exaggerating to alarm
you. Women call every weekend because they think they have been raped.
Every weekend. 1 will never support
changing the name of the Women's Center because some guy who has never
even been up there to get a condom or a
book or to attend an event thinks it's a
good idea for our image.
1 do think we should change the name
of the Women's Studies Program. This
is an academic title that has become
outdated. Women's Studies is always
about gender, which includes men. It
also includes extensive discussion about
the intersection of racism, classism and
homophobia all of which need to be
conveyed in the title-very tricky, but
those of us on the Women's Studies Program Committee are grappling with
this very issue.
I am keen on "Gender and Sexuality
Studies," myself, but a compelling argument has been made not to leave anyone out.
The difference between a title for a
help center and the title of an academic
program is that the center needs to directly address those people for whom
the center is an emergency resource. An
academic program's title should convey

the totality of the program without focusing on one topic.
Rape victims are not inconsequential
to us. Neither are women suffering from
eating disorders, compulsive exercising,
depression, sexual harassment etc. Men
suffering from these things are not inconsequential to us either, but we don't
see too many males suffering in the
same way. In case there are, we work
very hard to make them understand we
are a resource for them as well.
Some men get it since they are brave
enough to come crashing in the middle
of the day for condoms or to talk to a
stranger about helping his girlfriend
cum.
The young man who brought up the
name thing proceeded to discuss why
sexual harassment does not exist and
any laws governing it are ridiculous. I
had to go to class and really didn't have
the energy for him.
Besides, three to one odds seemed unfair, though he didn't seem to think so. I
wonder if he was flirting with us? Why
else would you go up to three of the biggest feminists on campus and get into
that conversation with as much charm
as possible? Kinky stuff.
At any rate, The Women's Center is for
everybody, regardless of sex. Come get
condoms, books or help whenever you
need it. We don't hate men. We won't
hurt you. We won't change the name of
the center either.
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Faculty And Students Work To Save Trees On Campus
continued from page one
sion has been finalized, and
West has promised to work with
the school's architect to search
for a design solution that would
allow the tree to continue to
stand. According to the man
responsible for campus design,
Ronald Thomas, "On the one
tree in question near the Bistro
that is now compromised, we

now believe we have a way to
minimize the construction
stress to this tree by using different construction techniques
around the tree and by maintaining a greater distance of
construction activity from the
tree. We will keep the community informed as this issue develops further."
But the rare European Beech

"The beauty of those and other trees is reason
enough to preserve them, but they are also
part of our long, rich history..." - Professor
Diana Evans
are working hard to find a solution that will preserve it. We
have consulted several times to
the architects, the arborist, and
the landscape designer to propose a workable solution, and
are nowdiscussing alternatives.
We will keep the community
apprised of the outcome of
those efforts." There are currently no definitive plans to cut
the tree down. Originally, the
woodcutting service had been
slated to take it down the Monday after Homecoming, November 15. On Monday
afternoon, an email was sent
out to the student body by
Ronald Thomas and Michael
West regarding the plans for the
tree. "Alternatives have now
been received from the architect, and the college is reviewing
these,options," state Thomas
and West in the release, "We

Seattle
Reacts To
Microsoft
Ruling
SEATTLE,
Washington
(CNN)—From Internet cafes to
high rise investment towers, Seattle and the state of Washington are digesting the news that
the government has dealt a
blow to Microsoft, a keystone of
their economy.
One day after a federal judge
ruled that Microsoft has monopoly power over personal
computer operating systems,
local supporters of the
Redmond, Washington.-based
software giant rallied to its defense.
"We strongly disagree with
the judge's findings," Gov. Gary
Locke said. "Microsoft products
have greatly benefited consumers."
. Locke, a personal friend of
Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates,
said, "We support Microsoft and
expect Microsoft ultimately
will prevail in these legal proceedings."
U.S. District Judge Thomas
Penfield Jackson ruled Friday
that Microsoft's dominance in
the personal computer industry
hurt consumers, a decision that
sent Microsoft stock prices
down in after-hours trading
later that evening. The judge
still must rule on what antitrust
laws Microsoft violated.
Analysts concede Microsoft's
dominance in PC operating system software, but think there's
plenty of room for competition
in other fields. "Clearly, if you
want to be in the operating system business these days it's a
challenge, particularly if you
want toattack the desktop," said
Scott McAdams of the Seattle
investment management firm

does remain in peril until architects Bohlin, Cywinski, and
Jackson and landscape consultant Michael Vergason are able to
find a viable solution. Also at issue are a number of other trees
around campus that are marked
to come down or have already
been destroyed. Dozens of trees
have been sacrificed to make
roomfornew buildings, incl uding a noticeable number of pine
trees on Summit Street where
the Project 2002 Residence Hall
is being developed. While the
loss of the trees is not permanent, as new trees can be
planted when the grounds are
landscaped and the building is
done, it will take generations for
the young saplings to reach the
age and size of the more established trees chat they were
meant to replace. With such a
small and densely packed camMcAdams Wright Ragen. On
Microsoft's sprawling campus
in Redmond, a suburb of Seattle,
employees did not seem overly
concerned.
Luis Huapaya, a software developer, said Microsoft would
get revenge on the Justice Department by working hard and
making better products.
"We're going to try twice as
hard to make better software so
we'll still be the best," he said,
adding that he wasn't worried
about his own future. "I'm going
to let Bill Gates and the company decide my fate. I trust
them.... It's not over 'til it's over."
One analyst predicts that
Gates will continue to resist
government intervention despite the preliminary ruling.
"It seems all these various antitrust actions have not toned
him down. In fact, he seems to
have become even more aggressive and sometimes seems to
like to flaunt even more aggressive behavior in the face of government scrutiny," said Wendy
Goldman Rohn, author of The
Microsoft Files.
Microsoft is still interested in
reaching a settlement with the
government, Gates said Friday,
and would make its best efforts
to resolve the case.

pus area as Trinity's, the razing
of even one tree might easily be
noticed. The razing of a large
and prominent tree like the one
near the Koeppel Center might
even change the balance of the
entire campus. According to
Thomas, the architect was instructed to plan "the most attractive possible landscaping
around the new building." He
was also instructed to reduce
the amount of paving in the
area to improve the green space
we currently have. The design
he proposed would add significantly more trees than were
taken away. He also added that
there are no longer any current
plans to remove the tree.
But many faculty members
and students are aghast that
anyone would even consider
taking down the stately tree, for
any purpose. Professor Diane
Zannoni speculates as to what
will happen if everything goes
as originally planned, "The
modern looking building will
close that whole chapel area visually from Broad Street, spoil
the beautiful view of the chapel,
and it will destroy a wonderful
tree." Others share her concern.
Professor Harvey Picker,
along with other students and
faculty, have made plans to hold
a rally during Homecoming
weekend if the tree is still in
danger of coming down. At
other schools across the country, architects and designers are
thinking hard to come up with

innovative building ideas that
add energy and excitement to a
campus, and that are unique
because they can also stand by
themselves as true works of art.
Many are of the opinion that
Trinity's new buildings should
be cutting edge as well, especially since the school is paying
top dollar for them.

lometers (30 miles) north $ Tel
Aviv t h e explosions wehfiofF
the day before new peace talks
between Israel and the Palestinians.
Israeli police said the bombing definitely was an act of terrorism and are working on the
assumption it was carried out
by Palestinian militants, possibly Islamic militants, opposed
to the peace talks. Police said
two suspects, a man and a

involved in the explosion,
stressing that he does not directly oversee the Hamas military wing.
Hamas opposes Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat's peace
agreements with Israel. Israel is
scheduled to hand over more
West Bank land to Palestinian
rule due on November 15. The
two sides have set a target date
of mid-February for agreement
on a framework for a permanent
peace agreement.

woman, have been taken into
custody but released no other
details.
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud
Barak issued a strong statement
saying his government was "determined to smash terrorism"
and expected the Palestinian
Authority to "act effectively to
prevent terrorists from harming
the chances of progress in the
peace process."
There was no immediate
claim of responsibility for
Sunday's attack, which hapBombs
pened the day after the military
wing of the Islamic militant
Explode in
group
Hamas threatened to atIsrael Before
tack Israelli civilians if Israeli
Peace Talks
settlers remain in settlements in
the occupied West Bank.
Barak has ordered settlers to
JERUSALEM, Israel (CNN) - leave 12 sites by midweek or be
Three pipe bombs exploded in evicted by the army. Shortly bethe Israeli coastal town of fore Sunday's bombing, Barak
Netanya on Sunday, injuring at told Army Radio: "I have always
least 30 people. A fourth device said that when we go forward,
failed to go off and police de- there will be attempts to torpedo the process."
fused it outside of town.
The blasts occurred at 10:30
Hamas spiritual leader Sheik
AM near a trash bin on a main Ahmed Yassin said he could not
street in Netanya, about 50 ki- yet say whether his group was

Commence

Progress towards a solution to
the Beech problem seems to be
underway, and the administration, according to West and
Thomas, is optimistic that one
can be reached. But many faculty members and students will
not let their guard down until a
guarantee of the tree's continued survival is set in stone.

OlESSAPINDAK

Students learn how to Salsa at the Vernon Social Center
on Monday night in preparation for La Vox Latina's
Salsarengue on Saturday night.

Chechnya
Appeals To
Clinton To
Help End
Russian
Campaign
CHECHEN-INGUSH BORDER, Russia (Reuters) Chechnya's leader appealed to
US. President Bill Clinton to
help end the "genocide of the
Chechen people" as Russia
tightened its grip on the
breakaway region on Sunday.
Russian guns shelled the outskirts of the capital Grozny and
warplanes bombed areas to the
south, west and east of the city
forcing residents to join the
thousands scrambling to leave
for the relative safety of neighboring Ingushetia.
"I will never go back to
Chechnya, it is a damned land,"
said Satsita Busuyeva, 30, after
she crossed the border. "Even if
they pay me lots of money or if
they cover the whole land with
carpet, I'll never come back."
Chechen President Asian
Maskhadov, a relative moderate
who has little control over
Chechen field commanders,
wrote to Clinton for help.
"We are ready for dialogue,
ready to consider different ways
of regulation which respect the

V
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rights of Chechens to live freely
and safely," Maskhadov was
quoted by Interfax news agency
as saying. "The Chechen people
have huge hopes that the United
States will use its authority to
defend human rights," he said.
Russia's leadership has given
no sign that it is ready to talk to
Maskhadov.
But its six-week-long offensive against Islamic fighters
whom Moscow blames for staging bomb blasts in Russian cities has brought growing
criticism from the West over civilian casualties and the refugee
exodus.
A correspondent for Interfax
, news agency in Grozny said a
western suburb came under artillery fire from Russian troops
on the Tersk ridge at about noon
(0900 GMT) on Sunday. Russia's
defense ministry in Moscow
said it could neither confirm
nor deny the report.
A ministry spokesman said
earlier aircraft had bombed
Chechnya's second biggest city
Gudermes and other villages to
the east and south of Grozny,
killing Islamic fighters.
Russia's army headquarters
at Mozdok, just outside the rebel
region, was quoted as saying
fighter planes and bombers had
hit Chechnya more than 100
times in the last 24 hours.
A correspondent for Russia's
NTV television in Mozdok said
planes had bombed the southwest outskirts of Grozny, where
troops say over 2,000 guerrillas
have gathered. Russian troops
were shelling the Chechen
stronghold of Bamut, west of
Grozny.
He reported that Russian
warplanes were targeting positions in southern Chechnya,
bombing roads leading to
neighboring Georgia, where
some refugees have been fleeing.
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Student Forum Addresses Social Responsibility
BY RADOST
RANCELOVA

News Writer

On November 2, 1999 the
leaders of almost all the clubs
and organizations on campus
got together to discuss an issue
that has long bothered a big
part of the student body at Trinity. They met in Hamlin Hall to
address the way the administration view students' participation in finding solutions to
social problems on campus.
The meeting, organized by
Darrick Mello '00, Patrick Gavin
'00, Daphne Konstantinides '03,
Marissa Eddy '01 and Mickey
Chambers '01 set the beginning
of a new Social Responsibility
Campaign (SRC). The goal of
SRC, explained the organizers,
will be to make students more
involved in the solution of the
controversial social issues that

the Trinity community has to
face.
The meeting was opened by
Konstantinides, who explained
the reasons behind the organization, and the future objectives
of the campaign. "The administration is less eager to talk to
us," she said, explaining that social changes are being forced
and that the students are not
given the opportunity to get involved in the process and to
contribute to the solution of the
existing problems.
Harassment and violence on
campus are only some of the issues that she mentioned, in
which students' voices are not
heard. "We have to prove that
we are responsible enough to
address these issues," she said,
pointing out the main goal of
the gathering: the need for leaders of the various clubs to discuss these problems with the
members of their organizations.

(The Hartford Courant)Hartford's renewal gained a second wind Thursday as President Clinton offered moral
support and corporations
pledged nearly $200 million,
but a big, ornery job remained
behind as the cheering crowds

reinf lated in a more steady and
gradual way."
Clinton visited Hartford as
part of his New Markets Initiative - ranking Connecticut's
capital in the same league with
Newark, N.J., East St. Louis, 111.,
and the Mississippi Delta - as
islands of poverty in a nation on
the brink of its longest economic expansion. In speeches
at the Artists Collective on Albany Avenue, the president the
Rev. Jesse Jackson and others
sounded themes moral as well
as economic, praising local
companies for investing in
downtown and in Hartfordi

Hollow dispersed. To begin
with, the renewed corporate
commitments revealed this

But as much as the president's
visit lifted spirits, and as much
as the newly promised $190 mil-

President
Announces
Funding For
Adriaen's
Landing
Project

In this way it will be possible to
increase the awareness of the
student body toward the issue
of social responsibility and to
come up with ways of resolving
the problems that exist.
Next, the organizers asked the
clubs' leaders to list the social
problems which they thought
the student body should start
working on.
The topics addressed by the
assembly varied from physical
and sexual assault and the need
to revise the repercussions of
these actions, to issues like the
general apathy and the elitist
attitude of the Trinity student
body.
What everyone who attended
the meeting seemed to agree on
was the need for a change in the
mentality of the college student
body as well as the necessity of
open-mindedness and better
interpersonal communications.
"I think the meeting was pro-

Jesse Jackson

Hartford News
week fell short - but not far
short - of the $210 million in
private investment required to
unleash $455 million in state
money for Adriaen's Landing. It
appears that about $170 million
might qualify. And even with
Hartford's corporations standing by with possible financing,
the developers of Adriaen's
Landing still need stores, restaurants and entertainment
providers who believe there is
enough demand to do business
in downtown Hartford.
Some of the money would go
to specific projects, such as $20
million in equity from the
Waterford Group and an $82
million loan from People's Bank
to build a 700-room hotel at
Adriaen's Landing. Other dollars pledged Thursday by Aetna
Inc., Citigroup, FleetBoston,
Phoenix Home Life Mutual Insurance Co. and Advest may go
to an investment fund that
would provide loans to businesses and developers at belowmarket rates. Despite the
questions, the president's visit
was a huge boost for those hoping to rebuild Hartford.
Adriaen's Landing "was a big
fat balloon that burst," said
Hartford leader Bernadine Silvers, referring to the Patriots debacle. "But the breath that blew
the balloon in the first place is
still strong, and now it can be

lion might help redevelopment
happen, the hard realities of
big-time real estate development stand as an obstacle. The
statement by Hartford's corporations is, basically, "We want
this to happen and we're willing to finance out of any of
those cities," he said.
The corporate money will
satisfy the legislature's $210
million requirement for private
investment for Adriaen's Landing.
Private investment
throughout downtown could
qualify so long as it is related to
Adriaen's Landing. But if the investment does not happen at
Adriaen's Landing, will the
riverfront project be nothing
but a domed stadium, a convention center and a ritzy hotel?
Inside the El Mercado marketplace on Park Street, Clinton
emerged beneath a cow mural
and a rack of coconut soda to
greet star-struck merchants
who do business at the Latino
marketplace. The president
pushed in and out of booths,
posing for pictures with merchants snapped by Trinity College President Evan Dobelle.
Outside on Park Street, the
president looked up at the signs
and storefronts of neighborhood merchants, many of
which have been restored since
his first visit during a campaign
stop in 1992.

ductive and I am very happy
with the turnout," said Darrick
Mello. "We've made the first
step, but there is still a long road
ahead."
Mello said that he was encouraged by the student leaders
enthusiasm and desire to in-

volve their respective clubs and
organizations in the SCR. Thus,
everyone's hope now is that, as
the campaign's mission statement reads, every social issue
that concerns students is addressed in a collective, unified
manner.

Student leaders gathered to discuss social
responsibility on campus last Tuesday.

ARAMERIKI

Clinton and Dobelle

NATE CURTIS

LINDA CAMPANELLA

President
Clinton and
Jesse Jackson
Visit Hartford
SARA F. MERIN

Editor-in-Chief

This past Thursday, Hartford was part of a four-city tout
by President Clinton which
according to the Department
of Housing and Urban Affairs(HUD), focused on "New Markets—areas of America that
have not fully shared in the
nation's prosperity but offer President Clinton
strong investment potential."
As part of his visit, the Presi- Hartford's economy as an indent announced $6.2 million vestment in the city's future.
The speaking began with a
in loan guarantees to engage in
rousing
welcome by Mayor
the economic development of
the Cityscape (located on Zion Mike followed by Dick Huber
Street) and Learning Corridor who introduced Clinton.
projects. Clinton was joined by Huber explained that he was on
the Reverendjesse Jackson and Clinton's earlier trip to the Misa number of other dignitaries sissippi Delta and other deon his tour of Hartford, which pressed areas, where he seized
included stops at Park Street's the moment to tell Clinton of
El Mercado marketplace and Hartford's potentialClinton then spoke and sugthe Artists' Collective on Algested that the only way to have
bany Avenue.
At the Artists' Collective, economic growth without inClinton; Jackson; Hartford flation is by making an investMayor Mike Peters; Dick Huber, ment in the people and places
CEO of Aetna and a member which have not yet been
of Trinity's Board of Trustees; touched by the* nation's current,
Trinity's President Evan economic boom. Of this, he
Dobelle; and Connecticut G ov- said, "Because we careabout one
ernor John Rowland all spoke another, it's the right thing to
on how concentrating on the, do.Jt's the smart thing to do."
Jackson spoke after Clinton,
underdeveloped areas of

SARA MERIN

and he highlighted the moral
need to make an in vestment in
the poor areas of our nation.
He focused on the potential of
the people who live in the inner cities, and said, "Just because you're born in a slum
doesn't mean a slum is born in
you."
Following Jackson's, comments, Dobelle spoke on the
responsibility of colleges and
, universities to the communities in which they are located—to put knowledge that
-is promulgated within the
walls of the college to good use
in improving the lives of
others.Goyernor
• John
Rowland spoke after Dobelle
and continued in the
afternoon's theme of highlighting'the bright future that
he seesforHartford. ,
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Prospective Students Spend Sigma Psi Sponsors
Weekend At Trinity College Lecture Series

continued from page one
those classes."
let the prospective students
Preview Weekend was conknow a little about their lives on cluded with a faculty luncheon
campus,
in the Washington Room in
Saturday night also included which students were given the
"Creative Arts Night" led by the opportunity to meet with facTrinity College Black Women's ulty representatives from vari-

stated, "the camaraaerie between male and female students
wasn't there at all."
Yee commented that she
liked the location of the campus
and the opportunities it offers.
"I like that it's easy to get internships in the city."
Oliveri also had positive re"1thought it was great It gave me a chance marks about the weekend. "I reto spend time on campus and meet with ally appreciate the level of
respect on campus. There's a restudents and professors."- Karen Yee, ally
good level of respect beProspective Student
tween students and faculty."
Both Oliveri and Velazquez
Organization and a Bantam ous departments and organiza- are planning on applying early
Bash held at the Vernon Social tions on campus.
decision to Trinity while Yee
Center.
Karen Yee, a high school se- will be applying regular deciOn Sunday, students were nior from Washington D.C that sion.
Created to an alumni barbecue participated in the weekend
Furthermore, all three exat UMOJA house and a presen- said, "I thought it was great. It pressed interest in getting intation by Trinity Alum Therelza gave me a chance to spend time volved with multicultural
Watson from the class of 1998. on campus and meet with stu- organizations on campus inStudents attended classes dents and professors. It was the cluding La Voz Latino, UMOJA,
and campus tours on Monday: kind o! thing you can't get from and ASA. They all asserted that
Lisa Oliveri, a participant from a campus tour."
they felt very comfortable being
New Fairfield, Connecticut
"I loved the faculty luncheon. around other students of color
commented, "Everyone was so I had a nice conversation with during the weekend.
friendly. Having a chance to sit members of the faculty, said
Nathalie Perez is optimistic
in on the classes was great. 1 got Maria Velazquez from Spring- that the prospective students
an idea of classes that I would field, Massachusetts. Velazquez enjoyed themselves and comlike to take. I'm glad I know that also stated that she admired the mented, "Hopefully we'll see
now. I'm glad that Trinity gave "comfortable atmosphere" at them apply and matriculate
us the opportunity to go see Trinity, "At other schools," she here at Trinity."

environment."
Set in what Baird describes as
News Writer
a "fun atmosphere," this first lecture in a program which, in the
This Thursday, on November future, will include one-man
11th, Trinity's chapter of the plays from New York City as
Sigma Psi fraternity will well as literary readings, is an
present the debut lecture in the attempt to bring both students
first lecture series to be spon- and faculty together in social
sored by a Greek organization in activities outside of the classthe history of Trinity College
room.
On Thursday, at 9:00 PM, the
Baird stated that "we realize
Sigma Psi Fraternity, located at there are some amazing people
137 Allen Place, will host a lec- within the Trinity community
ture to by given by Trinity Presi- and want to find a venue in
dential Fellow James B. King. which faculty and students can
Mr. King, will share his back- come together to enjoy this asground and experience in a lec- pect of Trinity life."
ture entitled, "King, Media, and
In offering Trinity students
Public Policy from JFK to the and faculty an alternative to the
Millenium."
formal, conventional lectures
This lecture series, which held in the academic settings of
will explore topics relevant to the lecture hall or the classboth Trinity students and fac- room, the fraternity's lecture
ulty, is being sponsored by the series aims to demonstrate to
fraternity in an attempt to dis- the community that the social
card conventional notions of setting is a valid and legitimate
what a lecture should be.
venue for learning.
BY TALIA KROHN

"We realize there are some amazing people
within the Trinity community and want to
find a venue in which faculty and students
can come together..." -Jamie Baird '00

required by public universities
amount to unconstitutional
compelled speech, or merely
foster a diversity of viewpoints.
.The, case is being watched
closely .on college campuses na-

When asked about Sigma
Beginning the series with,an
Psi's motivation for instituting, interesting and engaging inter-,
this program, considered quite active lecture by Presidential
unconventional for a Trinity Fellow Jim King this Thursday,
College fraternity, House Chap- the founders of this innovative
Jim Manke, assistant, to the
University Of
lain
James Bair^d, l o c a t e d that program urge Trinity students
,
dtii;ecto!;.of
University
Relations,
Hawaii
was in a meeting Tuesday directly affect private universi- the series was initiated to "try ana faculty to attend theMnauAddresses
to prove that a lecture can be dy- gural lecture of theseries which
morning when he found out . ties.- '..1 .,.
'Souifh wbrfh now works as a namic and interactive when will educate and entertain all
about the shooting." • •
Recent
:
''Someone came-in andtoldiis,;- lawyer for a .Wisconsin law- held in the students' own social who attend.
Violence
•••^-•' ^;-y
that.they had/heard thfe stotyf &n j; 3ra^k,er^riut as a student in 1995,
(U-WIRE) HONOLULU - the radio," Manke sal&r"It •he challenged ••the .state
After an incidenttrtatled to the sounded as though it was. not' university's system. Among Che
death of seven people at the the kind of thing that would student-funded groups he and
Xerox office on North Mmitz happen in Hawai'i, and I didn't., several fellow students didn't
Highway this past Tuesday, sev- know whether' to believe it or want to fund were the Lesbian,
eral members of the university not. After the meeting^ went to Gay, Bisexual Campus Center;
community feel that violence in watch the television, and it was the Campus Women's Center;
This CouSei Be Yoor Car
and the Wisconsin Student
society needs to be addressed.
true.
University of Hawai'i profesManke Said there were also Public Interest Research Group.
Between November 6 and 7, a car parked in the Sumsor of psychology Anthony some inquiries about whether
The university argues that
mit A parking lot was found with a broken passenger
Marsella said that he thinks it is the suspect might have been a the mandatory fee system does
window. According to Chief of Campus Safety Brian Kelly,
a mistake to treat this as an iso- graduate of UH Manoa. "As far not force students to support
the Hartford Police Department has noticed an increase
lated event of violence in the as we have been able to deter- views they oppose. Instead, its
in the number of break-ins on campus, and have pledged
workplace.
mine, he is not," he said. How- lawyers say a university must
an increase in walking, bike, and car patrols. Kelly added
Marsella said that when he ever, Bryan K. Uyesugi, the, sponsor events, speeches and
that on a recent patrol, Campus Safety officers noticed
heard the. news, he was in a alleged shooter, did attend a activities that are socially conmany cars with valuables such as cellphones and CDs in
summer session at UH in 1983. . troversial and politically chal"state of shock and disbelief."
plain view and advised students to conceal such property
Manke said that an incident lenging to its students. In
He said that violence is occurwhen leaving their car.
ring everyday in;our society, such as this one is an opportu- essence, the mandatory fees foscommunities, workplaces, nity for people to be more aware ter free speech on campus; they
homes, schools and on the of their surroundings and don't inhibit it.
Obtaining Extra Fynding
roads. These places all consti- aware of changes in people's be"The First Amendment," the
tute settings where there could havior. "It's unfortunate that it is university argues in briefs filed
On November 7 at approximately 1:30 PM, someone atbe high levels of stress, Marsella that way, but it is a way of life," with the court, "is not offended
tempted to enter a safe in the Business Office located at
he said. - .:_
. • . : by requiring politically liberal
s a i d . '•'-"'•'.'-.""
• ' • •;• :
131 Williams. Although the safe was tampered with, nothhomosexual students and conHe also said that communiing
was taken. Hartford Police arrived to investigate and
Supreme
servative Christian students
ties cannot let this pass, and
will be returning to obtain fingerprints.
alike
to
share
equally
in
the
need to respond to it as a sociCourt To Rule
costs of creating a forum for the
ety. "The only way we may reOn Student
expression of each other's and
duce violence and hostility in
all others' viewpoints at -the1
the future is by attempting to
Another Reason to Quit
Activity Fees
University of Wisconsin."
deal with these problems in a
direct and more forthright manOn the evening of November 7, a small fire was discov(The Hartford Courant)But a federal judge and the
ner," Marsella said,
ered along the north wall of the High Rise dorm. CamScott SoUthworth didn't want 7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appus Safety and the Hartford Fire Department responded,
One of his suggestions is for the student activities fee he was peals, disagreed, siding with
and determined that careless smoking had ignited leaves
the governor to establish a state- forced to pay at the University Southworth, The appellate
and paper in the area.
wide taskforce to address these of Wisconsin to be used, by court said that funding political
problems and. to develop groups whose politics he op- and ideological activities is not
Hawai'i as a place concerned posed. So, he did what any good at the core of a university's "eduwith peace and harmony.
law student might do: He made cational mission, and even if it
Better than Bikes
If a person were to notice an a federal case out of it. •••-'.•.', , were, there is no vital interest in
individual's reaction or change
The case against the univer- compelled funding."
At approximately 2:45 PM on November 6, two trainin behavior, Marsella suggested sity - which Southworth won at
Robert M O'Neil, an expert
ers left a golf cart by the west door of the Ferris Athletic
for them to approach the indi- the lower and appellate court on the First Amendment and
Center., After returning, they found the golf cart had been
vidual in a considerate and sen- levels - reaches the U.S. Supreme the former president of both the
driven to the practice football field and abandoned. Kelly
sitive way by letting the Court.Tuesday.
University of Virginia and the
noted that two youngsters, possibly members of the Boys
individual know that he or she
In this First Amendment University of Wisconsin, said a
and Girls Club on Broad Street, were seen approaching
is aware of the changes and is case, the justices must, grapple 1995 case involving Virginia
the golf cart.
willing to help.
with whether the activities fees could limit the court's options.

•OTHER SCHOOLS

On The Beat
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Trinity Evaluates Enforcement Of Alcohol Policies

continued from page one
addressing the issue was sent out by
Dean of Students Mary Thomas and
Amy Howard, so many incidents may
have gone unreported." Herzberger
then added that property damages have
decreased significantly since the begin-

for medical treatment has risen, "We
have to follow the law and the wishes of
parents. Trying to balance it is at best
quite difficult."
Explaining why the stricter enforcement policies were implemented this semester, Herzberger stated, "Last year we

"There are not more students drinking, but more drinking
hard alcohol Students who must treated are not
consuming large quantities of beer, but whiskey." - Brian
Kelly, Director of Campus Safety
ning of this semester.
Herzberger also questioned the assertion that drinking in private rooms has
increased. "There is no evidence to show
that. We have always been concerned
with students drinking in their rooms. 1
hope students will find something better to do with their time."
Speculating on the causes for the apparent increase of students needing
medical treatment, Kelly stated that,
"There are not more students drinking,
but more drinking hard alcohol. Students who must treated are not consuming large quantities of beer, but whiskey."
Addressing the differences in social
life at Trinity that may be related to the
apparent increase, Kelly stated, "It was
difficult for students to get drunk at
Party Barn events, considering the line.
Students are now using their own resources to get alcohol and consume it
before events. Students are findingdifferent ways to get it and become sick
fromit."
Kelly concluded that Campus Safety
officers are glad that TCERT is being utilized by the student body, stating, "People
seem to be getting the message that treatment is more important than disciplinary action,;1
.. u .*- r t , V , M ,
Kelly commented that while the need

had the same regulations, with the
amount of alcohol at every event based
on the number of legal drinkers expected. What we found was that it
wasn't working; they were draining the
kegs much too quickly. What that suggested was that students who shouldn't
have access to alcohol were drinking or
that those of age were drinking too rapidly. This system was based upon the
logic that those who were of age could
drink a reasonable amount of alcohol.
We're not trying to make this a dry campus."
Darrell Claiborne, Associate Director
of Student Activities And Campus Centers (OSACC), emphasized that the alcohol policies "have not been
changed...they're being enforced."
Addressing the increase in students
requiring medical aid, Claiborne stated
"I don't believe it's a direct correlation.
That would mean because we are not allowing those underage to drink we are
forcing them to drink in their rooms. I
don't buy that."
One of the new requirements implemented by OSACC that social groups
must meet this semester include the
presence of two monitors from the organization,hosting,.th<;-pacty .and ,two.oi>-~i
ficers, either from Campus Safety or the

Police Department, at the event. Also required to be present at events is a professional bartending staff that checks the
age of each student requesting alcohol.
Claiborne explains that these policies are
intended to assist organizations by removing from them the liability of serving underage drinkers.
In addition, students who are of age
now receive tickets which they exchange
for drinks; Herzberger states that the
number of tickets represents "what an
adult drinking socially might consume
over a certain period of time."
Besides the stricter enforcement of alcohol policies by the college, Kelly observed
that several student
organizations appear to having a more
difficult time obtaining temporary licenses from the Liquor Commission
than they had previously. Kelly explains,
"Their job is to enforce the laws of Connecticut. Because there are a large number of students under age at the college,
there are inherent conflicts in the application process."
In order to obtain a temporary permit,
a completed application must be submitted and processed fourteen business
days before the event; the permittee must
be over 21 and possess a valid CT ID or
submit a notarized letter from the chief
of police in their home town attesting to
no criminal record Any organization
wishing to host an event where alcohol
is provided for a fee must obtain a temporary liquor license.
Kosuke Ikeda '00, President of Psi U,
stated that his organization applied for
one temporary license to date and had
no problem obtaining it. He said, "The
deadline for the application was moved
ahead, but that shouldn't be a problem
for any organization planning for an
event in advance."

Claiborne noted that no group has yet
been declined a permit, except for the
upcoming Salsarengue event. Claiborne
emphasized that each event is evaluated
by OSACC on a "case by case" basis to
determine whether the organization
will be allowed to serve alcohol at an
event without a temporary liquor permit. Claiborne stated, "If they demonstrate that they tried to apply for their
license, we will allow them to have an
event with alcohol."
According to Claiborne, "We are trying to obtain a college permit for the
Vernon Social Center." This would relieve
student organizations from obtaining a
temporary liquor permit or purchasing
beer and wine for each event. "Organizations would then be free to use their
funds to provide certain activities, entertainment, or food to make their event
more attractive to students," added
Claiborne.
Addressing possible solutions to student discontent with the alcohol policies,
Kelly stated, "1 would personally favor
five or six smaller gatherings on campus
with strict adherence to the law. I'm not
sure why social organizations do not get
together to plan more events, disallowing charging at the door. Larger events
are troubled because the whole campus
descends on one place."
Herzberger stated, "We will be seeing
more about that in the next few weeks.
Primarily, students should realize that
they don't need alcohol to be happy.
What I and Darrell Claiborne are trying
to do is coordinate trips and cultural excursions that interest students and provide an alternative to those who don't
care to drink."
"The ultimate goal," concluded
Claiborne," is that alcohol will be available in a socially responsible manner"

HOMECOMING 1999
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
FRIDAY NOVEMBER **
6:45 p.m.
Bantam Booster Rally
Main Quad, South
Sponsored by Student Activities
Don't miss the traditional burning of the 'W!
Remembertowear your favorite Trinity attire!
The Bantam will be on the lookout to give away great prizes for ibe most spirited students!
7-8p,m.
A Capeila at The Bistro
Sponsored by Student Activities
TheTrinitones. Trinity's only all-female a capeila group and the Colgate Thirteen, Colgate University's
all-male a capeila group will entertain you with an unique Wend of song and humor.

A new, temporary parking lot is being constructed near the Hansen
Dormitory to replace the Chapel parking lot. The lot will be opened on
Friday, November 12 and is only available to faculty, staff, and
administration.

9 p.m. - Midnight
Karaoke at The Bistro
10p,m,
Homecoming Blue and Gold Jam
Vemon Social Center ;
Sponsored by Student Activities

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13
•11:30 a . m . - 1 p m
EROS
(Encouraging Respect of Sexualities)
Hospitality Tent
Near ihB big While teni
Pre-Game
Jessee/MHer Field
The Trinity Pipes and Drums will lead the
charge to the field for the Trinity Bantams
to iake on the Wesieyan Cardinals.
The National Anthem will be performed
by TheTrinitones.
Prior to Kickoff
Rededication of Jessee Field

Halftime
Class Tailgates
Class of 2000,2001, and 2002
Watch your email for details
4 p.m.
Carillon Concert
Performance by Suzanne Gates 75
4 • 6 p,m.
The President's Homecoming Reception
Vemon Social Center
5p,m.
Homecoming Concert
Vernon Social Center
Featuring student musical groups

http://www.ce.columbta.eclu/ys/
Qff^^Gampus
Study Abroad
Visiting Students
Summer Session

Study Abroad
• Columbia Univcrsky in Paris ' W i n Consortium for
German Srudks • Summer Program In Italy {Scandlano}
•• Summer Program in Beijing

Visiting Students
For more information:

64B3.
e-mail:

If you need more reasonsto be in NewYork, Columbia
University can provide diem!

Summer Session 2000
Join us for the 100th anniversary of Gilumbia's Summer
Session! i n not loo early to plan for 2000! BulJciin available
in February—-reserve yours today.

CONTINUING EDUCATION AND
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

1999 FALL CONVOCATION

The Art of Courage
You are invited to attend a very special honorary degree ceremony
honoring the following distinguished individuals:
Willie Colon
Eleven-time Grammy nominee, prolific salsa recording artist,
and advocate/pioneer for Latin music.

Leon Goluh
Widely exhibited and celebrated artist who addresses issues of violence and
misuse of power in contemporary society in his large scale paintings.

Dollie McLean
Celebrated Hartford community leader and co-founder of the
Artists Collective, a center for youth, teaching, and culture.

Jackie McLean
"World-renowned jazz musician, founder of the African American Music Program at
the Hartt School of Music, and teacher and cofounder of die Artists Collective.

Susan Meiselas
Widely published, award-winning photojournalist whose work bravely
4ocuxnentsvthe lives of the politically, and socially dispossessed..

Patrick J. O'Connell '75
Arts activist and administrator, Trinity alumnus, and founding director of Visual AIDS;
responsible for the international "Day Without Art" and red ribbon campaigns.

Tina Packer
Founder, president, and artistic director of Massachusetts' Shakespeare &:
Company, one of the largest Shakespeare festivals in North America.

Peter Schumann
Creator of Vermont's internationally known Bread & Puppet Theater; the
stilt walking purveyor of poems, processions, and politics.

Trinity College Chapel
5;30 pm
The Office of the President, in association with the Austin Arts Center and the departments of Music, Fine Arts,
and Theater and Dance, honors an extraordinary group of leaders in the world of the arts for their unique —
and courageous — contributions to society. The courage to create manifests itself in many ways, including the
challenging of aesthetic limits, the overcoming of personal hardship, and the commitment to moralprinciples.
On this special occasion, the traditional academic procession will be led by the internationally known
Bread & Puppet Theater - complete with a spirited little brass band, a boatload of masked characters,
a stilt walker, and as many as 30 costumed volunteer performers from the campus community.
Please join us on the Long Walk at the beginning of the ceremony to watch members of the
Trinity community participate in this spectacular event.
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Top Ten Shows Featured On The
Trinity College Cable System
This Week
10. (ABC) "Monday Night Football: Are you
ready for some inane commentary!?"
9. (MTV) "Self Obsessed Idiots In A Nice House"
8. (FOX) "When Cops Kill Sweet, Sweet
Justice"
7. (CBS) "The Angel Touched Me"
6. (USA) "EverythingBut The Nipples"
5. (History) "Why Vietnam Was Unfair, followed
by The Pontifications of Sam Watterson"
4. (CPTV) Why Are You Watching This?"
3. (Telemundo) ";;Ai,Ai,AiNoEsBueno!!"
2. (Discovery) "AnimalsHumping"
1. (TNN) "Git Off'My Land"

On Turning Twenty
BY MEGHAN REPPOND
Features Writer

It was my birthday a couple
p£ <wedfe$r*ga I know; thank
. y&u| happy birthday to me. So,
as my mother enjoys pointing
out, I'm not a teenager anymore;
now I'm two decades old. That's
right, the big 2-0. This doesn't
seem so old, considering I'm a
junior and most of my friends
are a year older than me, but the
fact of the matter is I feel old.
Not just as in a year older, but
OLD, really old, like my grandparents.
My grandparents are the only
people I know who have nothing better to talk about than
their aches and pains, and now
I'm the same way. I catch my-

self telling my friends how
much my back hurts or my
neck hurts or how I think they
should install an elevator in my
building because it is too hard
to climb up four flights of stairs,
and I think "Do I really have
nothing else more interesting
going on in my life than this?"
The only good part about it is
s that no\v 1 have more to talk
"about witn my"grandparents.'
When we used to talk on the
phone, our conversation would
be filled with awkward silences,
but now we compare the new
vitamins we're trying and share
health tips. Sometimes 1 think I
have more in common with
them than with my peers.
Last Wednesday, my friend
called and wanted to go see a
Contin ued on page 13
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Opportunities For Community
Service Always Open On Campus
BY ADRIAN DEUECKER
Features Writer

How many times do we hear
our Trinity leaders affirming
our need to be more involved
with the Hartford community?
Every year there comes a day
when this college does truly
bond with our surroundings.
Year-round we advocate fences,
better security, and shops on
Zion street. One day a year,
though, hundreds of Trinity
students get up and do something to interact with the children growing up in our
neighborhood. That day is Halloween on Vernon Street, and
again this year, the campuswide operation was a great success. For those of you who
participated in this Halloween
on Vernon Street, we extend our
thanks and our congratulations
for a job well done.
For those of you who, on the
other hand, wished not to take
on active roles, we need to make
you aware and ready for next
year. My experiences with Halloween on Vernon Street have
been terrific. Last year, I chaperoned children through the
haunted frats and the candycrazed dorms.
This year, being part of
Trinity's only residentiallybased community service program, Praxis, I was part of a
team who hosted group after
group of frightened children
through
l f
g the
£a5^f«AHk
hd
haunted
rooms. Those of you
who chaperoned might have
entered our dorm, Doonesbury;
for the first time in your career
at Trinity.
So you know your campus?
You know the Saturday night
Vernon Street, with the bustling
frat parties and the dry party
barn. Do you know my dorm,
Doonesbury, though?
Doonesbury is the residence

hall in which 27 students live
and share the daily experience
of serving our community. Students living in Doonesbury are
bound to the Praxis program,
which incorporates both regular individual service work and
group service projects, such as
Do It Day, Fifth Graders Go to
College day, or the Fun Fair.
Praxis devoted a Sunday to
Halloween on Vernon Street.
We had a haunted house, complete wi th the mad surgeon and
the bloody victims. Hartford
children came in and out, some
crying with terror, but all in the
spirit of Halloween. I remember seeing a little girl so terrified that she would not even
accept one of the ghost-lollypopswegaveout. Halloween on
Vernon Street worked, it was a
success, but to achieving what
goal? Praxis participated in
Trinity's effort to blend into our
community.
Trinity is a small Liberal Arts
College which boasts to train
and educate bright minds in the
hope of seeing them as leaders
of this nation. Events such as
Halloween on Vernon Street can
therefore not be ignored as a
means to achieve this goal. For
what is a community if it is divided into indifferent groups,
and how can you become an
educated and aware person if
you do not make an effort to remain conscious of your environment? Praxis emphasizes
this aspect of a liberal arts edud
i
giqn:<M»y
participated in Halloween on
Vernon Street.
Planning efforts, team spirit,
and organization were all essential to make the day a success.
In Praxis, we learn and apply
these skills, which are vital to
our oncoming adult lives, on a
daily basis. Halloween on
Vernon Street is only an example of the many and diverse
activities which Praxis is in-

volved in throughout the year.
Only two days after this, Praxis
was an integral part of the hosting of 185 students from Dwight
School and King School for Fifth
Graders Go to College Day.
Praxis members help set up the
event and helped to make it a
great success. The Hartford
Courant covered this event and
praised Praxis students for their
participation, as did the Channel Three News.
These are the most recent
events in which Praxis has been
involved. The calendar for November is just as full. Before
Thanksgiving break "Get Naked With Praxis," a coat, blanket, and winter clothing drive
profiting homeless shelters, will
be advertised. Trinity students
will be asked to collect some
items to donate for those in
need. The drive will take place
before Christmas Break, and the
homeless of Hartford will hopefully be a little warmer.
For Thanksgiving, those in
need will eat pies, of which over
200 will be baked by Praxis
members. On the weekend before Thanksgiving, the pies will
be prepared by all of the students in Doonesbury, and they
will be distributed to shelters
for the Thursday feast.
Activity never ceases on our
side of campus. Day after day
Praxis interacts with the less
advantaged people of Hartford.
We hope, here in Doonesbury,
that Trinity students get to
knowmpfe about Praxis and all
that the program has to offer.
This residentially-based community service program is
available to all a t Trinity, and we
urge everybody to develop an
interest in serving our community and to get involved. Next
year you could be responsible
for the positive outcome of
many activities, and you could
become a bigger part of the
Hartford community.

Feeling Stressed? Let's Talk About Theme Days
By DARCY ROAKE
Features Writer

So the semester is starting to
wind down. As frightening as
that sounds, it really is true. The
paper that was assigned at the
beginning of the year that you
swore you'd start researching in
September is suddenly a much
more immediate priority and
you haven't even thought of a
topic. Finals are coming up for

one from the top of the Trinity
chapel (committing both murder and sacrilege.) The problem
is that there's really not anyone
to blame but us. Well, us and
that damn IM that monopolizes
way too much time. We've just
procrastinated too much. In
fact if there were a class in procrastination most Trinity students would do incredibly well
(along with a late night pizza
eating course and a bingedrinking seminar). 1 can't fix

...along with a late night pizza eating course
and a binge-drinking seminar...
a class that you seem to always
forget to attend. Or you continue to have no idea what
physics really is, let alone how
you would do it. It's starting to
get a little stressful; we can all
feel it in the air. Sure the holidays are coming up, but who
can really enjoy them when
thoughts of Descartes keep
popping up in the back of your
mind? People are starting to
shake a little and smiles are becoming more and more forced.
The pressure is rising, and
pretty soon a mild-mannered
Trinity freshman is going to
snap and attempt to kill every-

the problem for you. You're going to have to actually do your
work, but I have a solution that
the school can initiate that may
make everyone feel a lot better
while getting three hours of
sleep a night. We should have
theme days. Yes, you heard me.
Perhaps from my previous articles you may be thinking that
in many ways I'm much like a
10-year-old trapped in an eighteen-year-old's body. I love the
Muppets, 1 have an abnormal
holiday fixation, and I bite. You
are entirely correct. 1 do not,
however, have posters of kittens
or a bed full of stuffed animals,

because even a 10 year old
wouldn't be that lame. While
my younger attributes may get
me strange looks at times, they
are also helpful by allowing me
to always have a more positive
way to look at things.
Stressed out? Spin in your
chair for a few minutes. You'll
feel so light headed you can't really think about anything.
Having this mind-set has allowed me to find exactly what
the sometimes-stuffy Trinity
student really needs — theme
days. Who wouldn't be excited
to go to class dressed as a Smurf,
or Gem? That's exactly what
would happen if we had an
early-80's cartoon day. How
about meat day? Everyone
dresses up as their favorite piece
of meat, whether it be a flank
steak or a Vienna sausage or
Fabio. Vegetarians, such as myself, unfortunately get the option of being tofu, which is
basically our only choice in the
cafeteria anyway.
Students and faculty for that
matter (why should the students get all the fun or have to
suffer the torture alone, depending on how you look at it) can
make their own suggestions. If
the administration is worried
about how other academic in-

stitutions will view this, we can
always dress much more highbrow. There could be an ancient
Greek philosopher day or come
as your favorite 19th century
Russian novelist day. The possibilities are endless, I promise
you; Harvard will jump on the
bandwagon almost immediately. Everyday would be exciting to look forward to because,
well, you get to dress up! No
more sweats to class for me. I'm
wearing a toga.
We would also have theme
food to correspond with the
theme days, thanks to the marvelous Sodexho-Marriott catering. On Ghostbusters day we
could have only globs of marshmallow or on Irish potato famine day we would most
definitely NOT be eating pota-

enough. We're in need of theme
parties to end all theme parties.
We need a Starsky and Hutch/
Dukes of Hazard party complete with really souped up,
cheesy Camaros available to
drive around Trinity with stunt
drivers. Plus, for the ladies, who
doesn't think daisy dukes are
man's greatest invention? I
don't, but I'm sure I'm part of a
small minority. Evan Dobelle
wouldn't mind us having a "pretend you're the headmaster" day
and then having a rowdy party
on his property. It's all in the
name of fun and theme parties;
how can you go wrong with
that?
I'm just looking towards the
faculty to consider the idea. I
would rather see a conservative
freshman running around in a

Everyone dresses up as their favorite piece
of meat, whether it be a flank steak or a
Vienna sausage or Fabio.
toes. While this may keep our
spirits up during the week,
what may help the downtrodden souls on the weekends?
Some Trinity students often get
tired of the keg parties, but who
could get tired of keg parties
with themes? Tropical just isn't

pink bunny suit than that same
conservative freshman stressed
out and shooting people from
atop a high building. Of course
even that wouldn't be quite as
disturbing as the freshman
shooting people with the bunny
suit on.
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He's Doing More With His Life Than You Are With Yours:
Tim Herbst Becomes The Youngest Elected Official in CT
Tim Herbst Defeats Giudo Picarazzi, Jr. In Landslide For The Office Of The Planning And Zoning
Commission In Trumbull, Connecticut While Simultaneously Acting As Sophomore Class President
BY ABIGAIL THOMAS

Features Editor
Strolling down the Long Walk, you
might not notice anything unusual
about Tim Herbst. You might recognize him as student president of the
sophomore class, or you might possibly recognize him as a member of SG A.
But would you guess that he is a Planning and Zoning Commissioner for
Trumbull, Connecticut? Or that he is
the youngest elected official in the state
of Connecticut?
These things might not be observed
merely by initial appearance, but appearances can be deceiving. I met Tim
at the Cave for a quick cup of coffee and
a chat, and I would not necessarily
have picked him as a budding politician. Not five minutes into our conversation, though, 1 realized just how
organized and committed he is.
This summer, while the vast majority of us were working summer jobs, internships, or if we are lucky, catching
up on our sun-tanning, Tim was asked
by the incumbent Planning and Zoning Commissioner, Ken Halaby, to run
for office. Last year, Tim was an alternate on the commission, which means
that he attended the meetings, could
participate in the discussions, but was
unable to vote. Quitting his job on July
30, Tim began the campaign that
would be necessity to, e»trj, him. \«tiat
would become his landslide victory.
I asked Tim how his parents felt
about their son undertaking this job.
Candidly, he said that they waffled at
first, uncertain about advocating something which would take his focus away
from his job as a student at Trinity. After a few conversations, though, they
were fully supportive. "It helps to have
family behind you," Tim noted. "I
know that my dad is there putting up
lawn signs and my mom went door-todoor campaigning with me. Even my
little sister talked to her friends in
school and tells them to encourage
their parents to vote for me."
August second found him canvassing door-to-door. By the election, Tim
had knocked on an impressive seventyseven hundred doors. "I lost fifteen
pounds walking door to door in August, about six hours a day," Tim commented. The hard work paid off. "I
think my door-to-door campaign had
a direct correlation to my victory. Personal interaction with voters has a
. huge impact."
This type of campaigning was a

maining passive. He even sent the man
a letter after the election which addressed the situation while reassuring
him that Tim would still represent him
unbiasedly. Fortunately, this was an
isolated experience, and to my mind,
one out of seventy-seven hundred is
not a bad ratio.
His campaign continued into this semester. After school started Tim didn't
want to give up too much of his time

acter of Trumbull and improving
beautification. One of Tim's personal
goal is to affect changes in the affordable housing laws passed in 1989. Often current development-minded
individuals stretch the concept of "affordable" housing to unrealistic limits.
To achieve this goal, Tim plans on
spending a significant amount of time
testifying at the State Capitol.
Obviously Tim's age is an unusual
factor and we discussed more specifi-

"Well 1 am interested in real estate...There is this house in
Washington D.C. 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. is the address,
I am aiming to live there one day..."
conversation of track momentarily.
While I was reviewing Tim's list of priorities, something struck me.. 1 asked
him why he not only ran for sophomore class president, but also a position on SGA when he knew he was
going to be handling his campaign for
Planning and Zoning. Tim pointed out
that because he had been class president all four years in high school, he
was already mindful of the time commitment the position entailed. His pri-

Tim Earns Congratulations

at Trinity, so instead of going back to
Trumbull for the entire weekend, he
got up before 6:00 am on Sunday mornings, spent the day canvassing the area,
and returned to campus by 8:00 pm.
Although this schedule kept him busy,
Tim knew he had to start the year with
this schedule in order to keep himself
involved in campus life.
During Midsession, however, Tim
was able to focus primarily on his campaign. "I arranged an independent
study this semester which focused on
the campaign, so walking Trumbull
was my primary assignment during

"It is not an ego trip ... 1 see my vktory as a mandate
from the people..."
-Tim Herbst
valuable experience in his eyes. Even
though he. has lived his entire life in
Trumbull, he thinks he learned a lot
more about the town by going door-todoor. He told me that it gave him the
opportunity to walk streets he hardly
knew existed previously, talk to people
he had never met, and see the city from
an entirely different perspective. I
know 1 am always suspicious when a
solicitor knocks on my door, so I asked
Tim about any experiences he might
have had with reticent voters. He recounted a particular incident with a
man who came out on the front porch
and yelled for almost 20 minutes. Tim
handled the confrontation well, re-

dent receives top billing, followed by
SGA, then Planning and Zoning. I inquired how other members of Ken
Halaby's team received this. "I spoke to
Ken about it very early. I wanted to
make sure that he knew what my priorities were. I didn't want this to impede on my college social life." Now
that the campaign is behind him, Tim's
official obligations can be as minimal
as one meeting a month.
At this junction, I had to take our

that week." Staying in Trumbull for
the majority of the week, Tim walked
over forty hours for his door-to-door
campaign.
Discussing his back-and-forth travels brought up an interesting topic:
How does Tim balance his obligations
as a student and as politician? Knowing full well how easily I can get overwhelmed, I was curious to see how Tim
feels about his responsibilities. His answer was very interesting. "I want the
Trinity community, and especially the
sophomore class, to know that my first
priority is to my roles within the school
community." In fact, he gave his list of
priorities very specifically; class presi-

PHOTOS BY NATE CURTIS

mary reason, though, was because he
was "not satisfied with the level of inactivity from the Trinity community
in general. 1 think we can enact positive change, if only we increase activity and communication." He joined
SGA believing that it was important to
improve the communication between
the association and the class leaders. "I
want to encourage SGA to confer more
power to the hands of the classes, and
for them to take more initiative."
My next question turned toward
back toward the campaign and toward
Ken Halaby and his role in Tim's decision to run. Calling the man his political mentor, Tim discussed his
intentions to follow Halaby's goals,
which include maintaining the char-

cally the impact it had on his campaign. Tim's opponent is a contractor.
When speaking to voters, Tim would
often ask, "Who do you want to represent you? A 19-year-old student who
is going to specifically represent your
interests or a contractor who is representing more personal objectives?"
Overall, he found that people actually
liked the age factor. Tim is a fresh face
in the often-stale world of politics, and
the results of the election reflected this.
Tim's age will affect more than his
campaign. Once he officially assumes
his place on the commission, the average age will drop from 58 to 44. His
opponents wasted no time in picking
up on Tim's age as a negative aspect,
but the Republican team was encouraged by this same fact. Halaby hoped
college students; usually apathetic in
state elections, would be motivated to
vote when one of their own was on the
ballot. Once Tim takes his seat on the
Planning and Zoning Commission, he
will be an almost tangible reminder of
those future generations whose welfare
the commission hopes to maintain and
improve.
What were the results these factors
reaped? A landslide victory, by all accounts. In the actual numbers, Tim received 6489 of the votes, while his
opponent, Guido Picarazzi Jr. earned
only 4041. For those like myself who
are not mathematically inclined, that
is almost 62% of the votes. Even more
impressive, Tim took all 7 districts, and
was the second highest vote-getter, the
only exception being the Town Clerk.
The victory is an important one for
more than just Tim. Coming in as the
underdog, Tim was aware that this was
an important seat to maintain for the
Republican Party. This seat gives them
a 3/2 majority, and it is often referred
to as a "majority swing seat." That Ken
Halaby has such faith in Tim's ability
speaks volumes.
On his victory, Tim says, "It is not an
ego trip, an-I-beat-you-thing. I see my
victory as a mandate from the people
about who they want representing
them and about getting young people
involved in politics." After such an exciting week, I asked Tim what he did
this weekend. "Well, Homecoming is
next weekend. My top priority this
weekend has been the tailgate and
making sure the details fall into place
as expected." I was impressed, but Tim
just reiterated the fact that his role at
Trinity has top priority in his life.
Before we went our separate ways, I
asked Tim what his goals for the future
were and if he planned on continuing
his political career. "Well I am interested in real estate," came the reply.
"There is this house in Washington D.C.
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. is the address.
I am aiming to live there one day..."
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What To DoWhen The Teen
Movies No Longer Apply To You

& Rhfannoo's

On The Angst Of No Longer Being A Teenager
Continued from page 11
band at the Bistro. I almost didn't go because 10:30pm was too late for me to be
out on a school night. You see, I like to
be dressed and ready for bed by eleven.
If I'm awake for Letterman and Leno,
then something is wrong. True, it is often difficult to go to sleep so early considering most people our age stay up
considerably later than that; most nights
I find myself lying in bed, listening to my
neighbors' music, thinking "Those
rowdy kids, what a bunch of hooligans!"
It scares me that I have the same thought
patterns as a stereotypical senior citizen
on a cheesy sitcom. And my senior citizen similarities don't even end there. I'm
eating a lot earlier too now. I sit in Mather,
eating my dinner at 5:15pm and think
about how cool it will be when I'm 55 and
will get half priced "golden age, golden
hour" meals at Denny's and the Sizzler
before 4:30pm.
But what really makes me feel old is
my little brother. How can I possibly still
consider myself young when people

my high school boyfriend could. He's applying to colleges, even though it feels
like I graduated last week. My most
frightening revelation came this summer when I caught him coming home
with a neck full of hickeys. Let me tell
you, knowing your baby brother is getting more action than you are is the most
humbling of all discoveries. I almost
died. He tried to tell me they were bruises
from his football pads, but unfortunately,
I'm not as gullible as our mother.
Things like this traumatize me now. I
was ready to hunt down the slut that did
this to my poor, innocent brother, but
then 1 remembered I used to do the same
thing when I was his age. My ex-boyfriend used to tell his parents that the
hickeys 1 gave him were wetsuit burns he
got from surfing. Was it really that long
ago? It had to have been if my brother is
old enough to be a player now.
I think being twenty is going to suck.
I don't get any of the advantages of being older, like being able to drink and
boss people around, but I get all the

let me tell you, knowing your baby brother is getting
more action than you are is the most humbling of all
discoveries.
younger than me are getting old? In my
mind, my brother will always be a fiveyear-old with a bowl haircut who I can
trick into licking my shoes if I give him
a penny. In reality though, he is seventeen and practically a man.
Every couple of months, I fly home to
California and see the giant leaps he's
made in both his physical and emotional

crappy parts of getting older, like more
responsibilities. I think my best possible
course of action at this point is to live in
denial. On the weekends, I can pretend
to be twenty-one and then during the
week I can pretend I'm still in high
school (which shouldn't be hard considering I look like I'm fifteen.) That way, I
can have the advantages of both age
'tween age.

Crossword 101
"AU In The Family"
ACROSS
1 Tepid
5 Treaties
10 Social group
14 Sandwich cookie
15 Concerning
16 Pueblo dweller
17*
we forger'
18 Charleston, e.g.
19 BBA course

20 Family members
ZZFmllymember
24 Vane Initials
25 Extra paycheck
26 Save up
29 Sea bird
30 River in Paris
34 Underestimates
35 Commotion
36 Not as fresh

1

2

3

10

14

16

17

19

It 12 13

20

26

27

21

31

32 33

=

54
HH40

37
41

$1

«

64

37 Mary Todd's husband

56

57

67

38 Family members
40 007's creator

41 Good horseshoe toss

3 Take five

43 Health Ins. org.

4 Family members

44 Turner and Cole
45 Begin
46 On a pensiotvabbr
47 Pin point again
48Dri

5 San Diego player

50 Really cool

51 Family membars
54 First Lady Pal's husband
58 Attention getter
59 Pitcher Ryan
61 Director Kazan
62 Que sera
63 Monaco's Princess
64 Golf dub
65 Compensates
66 Eye inflammations
67 Tennis units
DOWN
1 Pack member
2 Region

6 Arab garments
7 Swindle
8 Univ. of Arizona locale
9 Gertrude „, author
10 First Family daughter
11 Locales

12 On top
13 Singer Crosby
21 Finale
23 Drug raids
is Family member
26 Listens attentively
27 Satellite path
28Meadow!andsforone
29 Harris and Begley, Jr.
31 Homer epic
32 "Way cool I"
33
& Young
35 Broadcast

36 No seats available

By GFR Associate* E-Mail: EDC9432@aol.com
Mail: GF.R, P.O. Box 461, Sctaeciatly, NY 12301

TAURUS

_.
OCT25-NOV2I _
fou just have no desire to join the
rabble this week. Still, anything you
Jo you, do intensely, studying included. So this weekend, kick back,
elax, and it might not hurt to wink at
hat member of the opposite sex who
as been eyeing you. You never know
f you might get a little study break.
SAGITTARIUS 1
NOV2Z-DHC2I
Man, looks like you totally forgot to follow through on something this week.
You may find yourself disappointed by
the results. You've got to remember
next time — you're supposed to call at
least within the next few days after you
do that with somebody. So much for a
repeat performance.
CAPRICORN
DE.C2Z-JAN \9
nh-hunh. The Four of Cups reversed
ndicates new possibilities, new rela:ionships, and new knowledge. Looks
ike you'll be spending Homecoming
:oming to know somebody new, in the
tiblical sense. The only important
[uestion is: undergrad, or alumn?

AQUARIUS
JAN2O-TE.5 IS
The Two of Cups has come up for you
nd says that you are in love. If you are
norting with cynical laughter right
low, don't basp hasty. You know that
"SFe afSm'!'wno"graduate3 last year?
he one you thought you missed out
>n? Well, you never know who might
be on campus this Homecoming
Weekend.

flSCE.5
_
TE.5 l?~MAR2O
The only thing that I can say is that
hope you deserve what's happening to
you right now, because if not, man I'm
sorry. Life bites and the powers that
be are laughing. Don't worry, though;
you can drink yourself into oblivion
this weekend and when you wake up,
you'll have a whole new horoscope.

38 Send on a blind date
39 Paramedic for short
42 Family members
44 Family members
46 Vacation spot
47 VCR button

GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN2O
Don't touch your money this week. If
you do, it will magically disappear. I
don't know why or to where, but
you're best off going to late night at
your favorite frat for free beer and
company instead of paying to go to a
party. I don't know what it is with you
this week - don't even pick up pennies
or you'll lose them!
CANCER
You are totally in control this week.
You will be demonstrating to everybody your abilities to lead and command. There are so many new ideas
bouncing around in your head that
you barely know where to begin
Choose well, because for once
everybody's listening, and what you
say goes.

Lxo
JUL25-AUG22
Temperance came up for you and that
should be self-explanatory. Careful
this weekend. You. know your penchant for overdoing it and being the
center of attention? If you try to oneupeveryone and drink them under tfo
table... well., its Hartford Hospital for
you, then. If not, your weekend looks
to be a good one. Now... behave!

VIRGO
AUG2S-SEJT22
You'll be exercising sound judgemen
and common sense. It looks like then
will be no crazy hookups for you thi
weekend. However, Homecoming wil
not suck for you. You will likely meei
somebody whose friendship you wil
come to value greatly.

LlSRA

MAR21 -APR I?
[Pisces envies you. You are having a
ood week. You're bound to be feeling
(refreshed and renewed; a rare sensation
in the middle of a semester when most
people get colds and get their rnid|terms back. So keep it up, get to that
c30 class, and enjoy the week.

o

51 Breathe noisily
52 Actress Periman
53 Eagle's nest
54 Political contest
55 Herb
56 Donnybrook
57 Family members
60 Word before down or up
Quotable Quote
"Man Is the head of the
family, woman the neck

that turns the head."
...Chinese Aphorism

5
KJ
&
L
>*—

J L 5LMT.25-OCT22
While most people will be searching
for hookups this weekend, you'll be
finding much more. You know that
person you've had your eye on all this
time? It looks like this weekend
they're all yours. And this weekend
might be just the beginning, too.

T U B
A B A MB
A P E RIE
E R 1 E|A
C o L M|U[S T A R D|A
O N

49 Jets & Sharks, e.g.
50 Dancer Gregory

i

IV-

. 2O - MAY 20
If you swallow your pride and take
the lessons to heart, you may come
away with a truly astounding piece of
knowledge. Put it to use and you may
get what you've been wanting for a
very long time. One bit of warning,
however: it's not going to come easy.
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Vodou .Flags Combine Art And Religion At Austin Arts
BY MICAH COGEN

Arts Writer

Trinity's own Widener Gallery will
host the Haitian Vodou Flags exhibit
from now until December 10. Located
on the first floor of the Austin Arts Center, the exhibit is nearly impossible to
miss.
The flags, which are mounted in
simple black frames, sparkle gold, pink,
and silver with such intensity that any
passerby is practically drawn into the
room by their sheer presence.
Ralf V Katz, a Trinity alumnus of the
class of '65, generously provided the collection of mounted flags.
What is so amazi n g
about
each
flag is
t h a t
they are
intricately
h.a n d ni a d e ,
often by
the poorest of the
world's
people
with the
use of
only fabr i c ,
beads,
and sequins.
Their
original
function
: in :"' the
Vodou
religions Vodou flags at the Widener
was to
symbolize various spirits associated
with ritual ceremonies!
The Haitian Vodou Flag exhibit features the breathtaking combination of
art and religion that has previously been
popularized only in the Western JudeoChristian definition of religion.

The exhibit offers an opportunity for
religion and art majors in particular to
explore the ways in which other cultures
use art as a tool of both religious expression and function.
The artistic techniques employed by
the Haitian people at first may appear
foreign to the Western cultures, who are
accustomed to art in the forms of paintings and sculptures.
As one student described, "They remind me of Light-Bright designs." However, the bright beadwork is quite similar
to the stained glass religious images that
line the walls of both churches and
synagogues.
The widely misunderstood religion
develops from both Christianity and the
culmination of varying Afric a n
religions.
In many
of
the
pieces,
the combination
is evident.
The
symbol
of
the
cross is
clearly
represented in
t h e
works,
Baron
LaCroix,
Mazaka
Guede,
Baron,
a n d
Baron'
NATE CURTIS
Samedi
Gallery.
and i t s image is
often found erect on a walk up alter commonly surrounded by two"br more

A rather comprehensive leaflet concerning
the political history of Haiti
that influenced
the Vodou religion is available
for those who
wish to explore
in more depth
the exhibit as a
whole.
The tiny island of Haiti,
rich in sugar
and coffee was
home
to
700,000 African
slaves
forced to work Vodou flags at Austin Arts.
NATE CURTIS
for
French
plantation owners between 1697-1804.
of the collection.
The trials of the slaves and the New
In the future, if not possible for this
World's influence on the people are evi- current exhibit, the gallery should make
dent in various flags in the exhibit.
a greater attempt to offer more gallery
This is most apparent with the depic- talks.
tion of a steam ship upon the ocean that
To say the least, in the case of the Hailures fish into its deadly hook in Silva tian Vodou Flags exhibit, the gallery
Joseph's Ague Taroyo.
should post more information as to the
Also predominantly depicted in many significance of each flag.
of the flags are animals such as bulls or
The exhibit is, without a doubt, worth
snakes.
more than a gaze even without the necHowever, the viewer is forced to as- essary information desperately needed
sume his or her own connotation of each to improve the exhibit's educational
value.
individual animal.
Varying interpretation is to be exThe small collection can easily be
pected resulting from the lack of addi- viewed in a matter of fifteen minutes
tional information the gallery offers and it appears that the number of classes
concerning individual pieces. •
that could benefit from integrating the
Therefore, the symbolism associated exhibit into their class discussions seems«
with many of the flags is lost to any endless.
viewer unfortunate enough to miss the
Mr. Katz should also receive applause
single gallery talk which was offered, on for bringing to the attention of Trinity
November 1.
> students the significance of art in the
Such poor planning or lack of re- cultures and religions other than those
sources is an unfortunate setback to the dominantly expressed in the first world
exhibit, which has the potential to offer nations of the Western world.
so much more than it currently is offering.
TheHaitian Vodouflagswill beondiscandles.
• •. •
"
All four pieces are aligned together on
Often left only to admire the beauty play at the Widener Gallery at Austin
a single wall, in effect, helping the viewer and craftsmanship of the work, the Arts Center through December 10. The
better visualize the combination, of viewer is denied the full understanding gallery is open dailyfrom 1-6 PM. AdmisWestern and African philosophies.
of the social and religious importance sion isfree.

Trinity To Present Honorary Degrees In The Arts
world" issues.
wards the chapel.
The congregation, who will be outside
The committee nominated several
Arts Editor
candidates from which the eight to see this artistic spectacle, will then folhonorands were selected.
low the procession into the chapel.
Each of the eight honorands have in
The short ceremony inside the chapel
This Friday Trinity will be awarding
eight artists honorary degrees for their some way demonstrated some personal will consist of an Address from President
contributions to the arts.The college has act of artistic courage or social con- Dobelle and a keynote address by Leon
been honoring groups of people for the sciousness, hence the title of the convo- Golub, one of the honofands, as well as
cation: The Art oj Courage.
last two years.
.
the robbing of each of the honorands.
The honorands will be arriving on
Last year, Trinity awarded Women oj
After the honorands have received
the Millennium with honorary degrees; campus this Thursday and Friday. Each their degrees, the Bread and Puppet Thethe year before engineers were honored. honorand has been given a faculty host ater will perform a short performance
The decision to honor artists this year who will be with them throughout their piece and then the students and puppewas not made at random. The idea to stay on campus.
teers will fly out of the chapel on "paper
award degrees in the arts was introduced
Many of the honorands will be wings."
last spring by Ronald Thomas, Chief of present and speaking at classes and lecFollowing the ceremony there will be
Staff/Advisor to the President for Policy tures. The hosts have arranged some way a reception dinner where each of the
and Programs, who thought it would be to involve the honorands with the stu- honorands will give a five minute speech
a wonderful way to inaugurate the Inter- dents on campus.
about how they have approached art and
Arts Program as well as to acknowledge
Friday's activities for the honorands the theme of courage in their lives and
Trinity's Master Plan and the proposed will begin at 12 PM with a small lun- work.
expansion of the Austin Arts Center.
cheon.
Willie Colon is an eleven-time
The honorands were chosen by a planAt 5:30 PM, Peter Schumann, one of the Grammy nominee. This singer, tromning committee, which consisted of:
Katharine Power, Associate Professor of
Each of the eight honorands have in some way
Theater and Dance, Judy Dworin, Prodemonstrated some personal act of artistic courage
fessor of Theater and Dance, Douglas
or social consciousness.
Johnson, Associate Professor of Music,
Kathleen Curran, Associate Professor of
Fine Arts, Pablo Delano, Assisstant Pro- honorands and founder and artistic di- bonist, and bandleader has helped to
fessor of Fine Arts, Joe Barber, Assistant rector of Vermont's Bread and Puppet give a voice to Latin Music in the popuDirector, Community Service Program, Theater, a small troupe of puppeteers, a lar music scene, especially Salsa. He has
as well as Mary Conneely, Special Assis- small brass band and a group of Trinity used his music to address political and
tant to the Presidentjeffrey Walker, Di- students will begin a procession from social issues; one of his songs, El Gran
rector of Austin Arts Center, and Scott the library.
Varon, tells the story of a young man dyReynolds, Secretary of the College.
This group will process along the pe- ing of AIDS.
Honorands were chosen not only for rimeter of the quad and when they reach
Leon Golub is a widely exhibited arttheir artistic abilities, but for how they Hamlin Hall they will lead the academic ist who has used his painting to address
have managed to engage the arts in "real procession down the Long Walk, to- issues of violence and repression and the
BY A M Y BUCHNER

misuse of power.
His works have been exhibited and
prized around the world.
Dollie McLean is a celebrated Hartford
community leader and cofounder of the
Artists Collective, a nonprofit multi-arts
cultural center that emphasizes the arts
and culture of the African Diaspora.
She has tried to tap individuals who
are not usually thought of as being at the
center of the art community. She has
lead outreach programs in many of the
Hartford schools.
Jackie McLean is a world renowned
Hartford jazz musician, teacher at the
Hartt College of Music, and cofounder of
the Artists Collective.
Susan Meiselas is a widely published
award-winning photo-journalist whose
work has documented the lives of the
politically and socially dispossessed.
Patrick J. O'Connell 75, a Trinity alumnus, is an arts activist and administrator. He is the founding director of Visual
AIDs, the organization responsible for
the red ribbon campaign and the international "Day Without Art."
Tina Packer is the founder, president,
and artistic director of Massachusetts'
Shakespeare and Company, one of the
largest Shakespeare festivals in North
America.
Peter Schumann is the creator and artistic director of Vermont's Bread and
Puppet Theater.
Be a part of this congregation and
honor these eight important artists at
the chapel on Friday, November 12 at
5:30 PM.
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Accidentals Host A Cappella
Extravaganza In Hamlin Hall
moments. Who can forget the
one
male Yalie who donned a
Arts Editor
blonde wig and played the
percussionist's mother who
Hamlin Hall was packed Fri- thanked God "for the Kennedy
day night for an a cappella ex- family!"
travaganza. Trinity's own, The
After the skit, Yale plugged
Accidentals, hosted three visit- their new CD and performed
ing a cappella groups: Yale's' Af- Little Plastic Castle and Sweet
ter the Blue, MIT's Muses, and Dreams.
the Tufts' Amalgamates.
We were again treated to the
Yale's coed group kicked off lovely voice of the female solothe evening with a rendition of ist from Africa and their great
Annie Lenox's Wai king On Bro- choreography for Sweet
ken Glass. After the Blue's har- Dreams.
mony was incredible. Their
The MIT Muses, the only allclose harmony was aided by female group of the evening,
some inventive choreography.
were up next. The group perThe sound was a bit off-bal- formed some nice renditions of
ance and often the percussion Torn, Walkingon Sunshine,and
and background vocals over- Hands.
powered the lead vocals, but the
Musically and vocally the
talented group more than made group was very good. Their
up for some volume problems sound was a bit quiet but their
with their energy and har- harmonies were precise and the
monic precision.
lead vocals were always easy to
The group followed this tune hear.
with Toto's Africa. The harHowever, after the confidant
mony again was near perfection and energetic After The Blue,
and the female lead vocal had the Muses seemed tentative.
an amazing voice.
They sang in a cluster and had
After another song, the group little expression or movement.
treated the audience with a
It was only during their last
little comedy sketch that out- number, Torn, that they seemed
lined the life story of their per- to shed their timidity, smile,
cussionist, a redheaded young and enjoy their performance.
man of Irish descent.
This final show of energy and
The percussionist's pre-col- emotion aided their perforlege years were very amusing mance immeasurably.
and delivered some very funny
Following the Muses came
Bv AMY BUCHNER

Catch BlackCat, White Cat
at Cinestudio this weekend.
This Serbian film tells the
story of a disco-loving gangster, a garbage truck magnate
and a bride who disguises
herself as a tree to escape
from her own wedding.
Showtimes are November 14,
Jazz saxophonist Joel
15, and 16 at 7:30 PM with a
Frahm and composer/pianist
Sunday Matinee at 2:30 PM.
David Berkman will be at
Wilde Auditorium at the University of Hartford on
Novemb er 21 to perform their
concert titled: Other Sides of
Ellington. Tickets are $12. Call
(860) 768-4228 for more information.
Don't miss Stepping Into
Fall, Trinity's fall dance concert. The concert will feature
the choreography of faculty
members Abdoulaye Sylla
and Lesley Farlow, as well as
guest choreographer Diane
Coburn Bruning and new
student works. Performances
are November 12 and 13 at
8:30 in Goodwin Theater.

Stop by Real Art Ways and
see Josh Kornbluth in Ben
Franklin:Unplugged. This hilarious performance piece will
be at RAW this weekend.
Showtimes are nightly at,9 PM
and 2 PM on Sunday. Call
(860) 232-1006 for more information.

the Tufts Amalgamates. This
coed group definitely stole the
show.
Their vocals and harmony
were strong; their repertoire was
diverse and interesting; their
dynamics and sound were well
balanced and exciting and their
choreography was some of the
silliest but most precisely executed ever. It was wonderful.
The Amalgamates sent a
shock of much needed energy
and enthusiasm through the
crowd. Toe-tapping and handclapping abounded. Not only
did the audience move and
shake to the beat, but they
laughed a lot too.
Their opening number, Super
Freak was very fun to watch
and listen to, especially the
brief interlude of Can't Touch
This.
After Super Freak, Tufts
treated Trinity to some comedy
Their faux "Booger Rap" had the
audience in stitches, but then,
the rapped story of two boogerloving teens is pretty funny.
It was an unexpected but
hysterical break between their
songs.
The Amalgamates ended
their potion of the program
with Lady Fingers and Gloria
Estefan's Get On Your Feet
The choreography was well
see A CAPPELLA on page
seventeen

Organ Recital At Tlinity Chapel
BY KATE HUTCHINSON

Announcements

Editor

On Sundayjanice Beck, internationally acclaimed organist,
graced the Trinity College
Chapel with her musical presence.
In order not to miss anything,
I arrived at the Chapel about ten
minutes before the performance
was slated to begin.
Picking up a program and a
handout of "Program Notes," I

chords ominously echoing,
sometimes clashing, and ultimately captivating.
I especially liked the way the
acoustics of the Chapel heightened the effect of the music.
The Buxtehude piece was the
oldest piece in the program, and
I think this was a good piece to
start with, because of its classical nature.
However, the rest of Beck's
program was composed of
newer pieces, drawing only
twice more on more traditional
works, Bach's Praeludium in C

This piece seemed to me the essence of
what an organ piece should be: a mass
of chords ominously echoing, sometimes
clashing, and ultimately captivating.
546,
and
selected a seat very close to the moll, BWV
organ in order to see and ob- Mendelssohn's Sonata No. 2 in C
serve the performance from the Minor.
But upon reading the biograbest possible seating.
After a momentary wait, phy of Beck provided in the proBeck was introduced and she gram, I discovered that her
floated out onto the platform, repertoire usually consists of
newer compositions, especially
dressed to impress.
She was a tallish woman, those of Pamela Decker, Assiswith bright white hair, wearing tant Professor of Music at the
a simple black ensemble topped University of Arizona.
Beck did play one Decker
with a flashy robe of shimmerpiece, entitled Kairos, a Greek
ing blue, green, and purple.
I think this ostentatious piece word meaning "significant
was meant to keep the time."
This 1996 composition was
audience's eyes from wandering
during the performance, al- dedicated to Beck, and is meant
though I noticed several audi- to symbolize a difficult time in
ence members who closed their the composer's life.
I did not particularly like this
eyes as they listened.
I sat back and listened to the piece. It began simply, with a
first sounds of Ciacona, Bux flute-like melody of quiet notes,
yet after the first minute or so,
WV160.
Written
by
Dietrich the distinct melody was lost
Buxtehude, this piece seemed to into a jumbled whirlwind of
me the essence of what an or- . music that seemed to have no
gan piece should be: a mass of rhyme or reason.

NATE CURTIS

Janice Beck at the seat of Trinity's chapel organ.

As it moved through its various stages, Kairos built up into
to cacophonous climax that almost garbled the music.
It seemed that notes blared
against each other in protest.
Even though this piece was not
a musical selection I enjoyed, I
would compliment Beck on her
playing

My favorite selection.of the
concert was the aforementioned Bach. An acknowledged
master of the organ, Beck deftly
keyed this piece, bringing it to
contemplative life.
The melody was smooth, the
climax of chords stunning. I
think perhaps Beck should consider adding more such tradi-

shone on the Trinity College organ. Trinity was fortunate indeed to have been able to host
this musical artist.
Janice Beck isthe second performer in the Trinity College Organ Series. David Briggs,
Organist and Director of the
Gloucester Cathedral since

Beck is obviously an accomplished organist and her talent shone
on the Trinity College organ. Trinity was fortunate indeed to have
been able to host this musical artist
The scattered nature of the
composition obviously took a
lot of effort and skill to portray.
I think the composer adequately communicates a period of turmoil in her life,
though not one that is easy to
listen to or understand.

tional pieces to her usual repertoire.
Overall, I found the concert
pleasant, and the music beautiful, excepting the Kairos composition.
Beck is obviously an accomplished organist, and her talent

4, will perform next on Sunday, February 20 at 3 PM. His
Trinity recital will include
Bach's Passcaglia, Dupre's
Symphonie II, transcribed improvisationsojPierre Cochereau
andan improvisation on a submitted theme..
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Yellow Submarine Floats Down Memory Lane
BY DEVIN PHARR

Senior Editor
My review of Yellow Submarine is difficult to write. I feel that this movie was
intended for the Beatles fan or at least for
the Beatles contemporary. All those who
won't be reliving their pasts by watching this movie, myself included, are
suposed to better identify with the
Beatles generation after watching the
film, which I guess is one of the goals of
this re-release. The fact is that we can listen to the music, wear the fashions, buy
the posters, but we are still 30 years removed from the whole Beatles sensation.
Most of us were alive for Mark
Chapman's highly unsuccessful assassination attempt on Yoko Ono. However,
we still have little concept of the significance of the event, or little perspective
as to why all those girls were screaming
ontheEdSuIlivanShow.orwhat theconnection was between Elton John and
John Lennon. I wondered how releasing
an hour and a half long cartoon will lead
to the microscopic inspection of four
guys from Liverpool, but I decided I'd just
shut up and watch the movie.
The movie, originally released in 1968,
is an adaptation of a story written by Al
Brodax and John Mendleson. It uses art,
lyrics, and concepts from the Beatles.
The story is set in Pepperland where
everything is very colorful, kind, and
musical. This is all perpetuated by the
playing of Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band (the name of one of the
Beatles' most famous albums). Suddenly,
they are attacked by the Blue Meanies
who hate music.
They arrive on the scene shooting blue
arrows, crushing stuff, and dropping
apples on people. Very mean. Vfith the
rest o[ the populace frozen and Sgt.

that even though nearly everything was
corny and predictable and kind of dopey,
there really is a great experiment in plain
old visual stimulation going on. It really
occupies your brain to hear the songs
accompanied with the stimuli your eyes
are receiving. It becomes simple, but very
entertaining material.
That's why Yellow Submarine's biggest
asset is the direction it took with the various mediums it connected. I see other
modern films combining their
soundtrack more and more closely with
what is happening on the screen. This of
course is really closing in on music videos, which over the past two decades
have evolved back into films.
Yellow Submarine may also be the
source of a lot of the animation we're faWWW5AL0N.COM
miliar with. I saw scenes that I rememPsychedelic animation from Yellow Submarine.
ber from Muppet Babies and creatures
that could have been taken directly from
Pepper's band frozen in a giant marble, "Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds."
The actual songs were not sung by the Monty Python, Sesame Street skits, and
Pepperland's only hope lies with Fred, a
fairly old guy who wears a captain's uni- Beatles; the film instead uses some very Scooby-Doo. A lot of ideas I can rememtalented voice actors, so it's hard to no- ber seeing on the old Out of Control and
form.
He hops in the Yellow Submarine (Use tice if you don't pay close attention. You Can't Do That On Television shows.
only in case of Blue Meanie attack or LSD Thanks to the visuals, that's entirely There was even a part in the submarine
that reminded me a heck of a lot of a
joyride) and flies off to find help. This possible.
similar
scene George Lucas put in The
The
real
lure
of
the
film
has
to
be
the
help happens to be the Beatles, who live
Phantom Menace.
It doesn't make much difference
We can listen to the music, wear the fashions, buy the
whether'Al Brodax (the film's producer)
posters, but we are still thirty years removed from the
thought up these ideas himself or got
whole Beatles sensation.
them from some other source. Borrowing, stealing, whatever you call it is goin a very dreary animated industrial animation. I would be afraid to see what ing to happen.
this film looks like under the influence
Perhaps it is natural to turn defensive
England.
You can probably guess the rest of the of some mind-altering drugs. Acid when something we remember from
story. The movie uses the actual voices would probably make this a real-life childhood, the start of all we know, has
of George, Paul, John, and Ringo who nightmare. In many parts there were just its originality challenged by something
provide some pretty amusing commen- high speed flashes, dozens of perspec- that happened before we were born.
tives, scintillating colors and these really
tary throughout.
I advise trying to put that emotion
The Beatles provide accompanying scary fish. Some parts made me wonder aside and going to see this film. 1 found
songs to the film, 1 can recall "When I'm if the Cinestudio had installed some sort it really neat to see how animation from
:, of modified smokaapaehine for the film,, the late sixties had influenced much of
S y? g l l h " A l l
What stunned me about this film is what I sawgrowing up fifteen years later.
Need Is Love," and one ol my favorites,

STEPPING
INTO
FALL
A vibrant Fall dance concert, presenting the choreography of Abdoulaye Sylla,
known for his vigorous dances and powerful African drumming, and Lesley Farlow, a
dance/theater artist and new faculty member. Also features award-winning guest
choreographer Diane Coburn Bruning, as well as new student works.
Austin Arts Center - Garmany Hall
Friday and Saturday, November 12 and 13 at 8:30 pm
FREE with Trinity LO.
(860) 297-2199
www.trincoll.edu/-aac
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Straight From the Heart: TheStraight Story
nonethelessslow. Like many of the char- of bicyclists while he is conversing with Alvin Straight used to reach his brother
acters in the movie, there is more than them they ask him, "Hey Alvin, what's Lyle.
meets the eye when it comes to Rose.
the worst part about gettin' old?"
While the film's message is strong
There is a phone call during an overly
To this, and without hesitation, Alvin though, it is still missing too much to be
In a time when the merits of a film are melodramatic thunderstorm that brings responds while watching them play a great movie, it is a great story, but only
judged and measured by the amount of news that Alvin's brother Lyle has been catch that, "the worst thing about being a good movie.
blood, gore, special effects, and certain hit with a fairly severe stroke, while the old is remembering when you were
It earns a very positive two and a half
parts of the human anatomy, it is quite appropriate lightning strikes and thun- young."
stars out of four, but it just is a little short
refreshing to see a movie that relies on derbolts are right on cue. The brothers
David Lynch directs this movie beau- of three star caliber.
something else entirely: a story. What a had not spoken since July 7,1988, a good tifully, using the constant tool of referThere are some scenes that are just out
novel concept to actually tell a story in a ten years. Alvin realizes that his brother ence points with aerial views of the of place, and while it was interesting to
movie.
is the closest link to his past and that if golden waves of grain.
have a limited script, this movie could
Disney's The Straight Story, directed by he doesn't get to him now they may never
He puts together a quality piece of have used a little more dialogue. The
David Lynch, pulls no punches. It is reconcile.
work that relies not on star power or a lines that were there though, especially
what it is, no more, no less. It is all found
The only problem is that there is no script, but only the story, an almost im- between him and the people he meets on
there in the title. It is awkward to say that one to take him there, and he can not le- possible task to pull off.
the road, are good conversations between
a movie is smart, but The Straight Story gally drive. So, Alvin takes his riding
The most important part of any movie characters.
is really a smart story.
lawnmower and begins a cross-plains is the script. This movie, however, has
It was also refreshing that Alvin was
The movie does not try to be more trek from Laurens, Iowa to Mt. Zion, Wis- very little dialogue. It banks more on not a perfect character. He is stubborn,
than what it is. It's only preachy motakes responsibility for part of the feud
ments are in the context of the story, and
with his brother, and is still haunted
In a time when the merits of a film are judged and
they can be taken or left at the viewers'
from extremely bleak World War II exmeasured by the amount of blood, gore, special effects
discretion.
periences.
The story revolves around the true and
He knows that a few small repairs are
and certain parts of the human anatomy, it is quite
inspired events of a portion of Alvin
needed to fix his relationship with Lyle,
refreshing
to
see
a
movie
that
relies
on
something
else
Straight's life. Alvin, played charmingly
and that in order to encounter the future
entirely: a story.
by Richard Farnsworth, is an elderly
he must face his past. He tells people of
farmer who lives on the golden plains of
how his brother and he were closer than
Iowa. His life is obviously winding consin to visit his ailing brother and try camera views sweeping over the plains, the dirt to the ground, and he wants that
down; he is defiantly on his last leg in to patch up their relationship. During the Mississippi River, and the road slowly back.
the race of life.
He is seeking forgiveness after a unforhis expedition he comes in contact with passing as a lone John Deere makes its
His eyesight, coordination, and motion various iridividualswho open the audi- way overthe 370 mile journey. The road gettable pilgrimage, but whether he reabilities are all failing him. When his ence to different views of the journey of that Lynch uses, and that Farnsworth ceives that forgiveness and closure, well,
travels, is the same one that the real I am not at liberty to say.
doctor tells him that he should have sur- life.
gery on his hip, he wants no part of it,
This becomes more than a human sucnor any part of thicker glasses or a cess story, where people are encouraged
walker.
. .• -i •
by Alvin's quest, it really becomes
He is a stubborn old man who knows Alvin's last chance to prove he can do
he is getting on iri years;1 but does not things for himself and that he will not
thirik that he has to like it. Instead of succumb to age. ":'l) ;'/
' :, ;
f
utilizing a walker, he prefers to use two
In one instance; v£heir he stays the :
:
canes instead."
"'' ••'•''
;
night with a family because his mower
Goodman's voice was clear as a bell as he
continued from page fifteen
Straight's daughter Rose, played by broke down, he. is offered a ride the1 rest
performed, the sound was incredible. hit every high note right on the button.
Sissy Spacelc, lives with him. Spacek's of the way. He declines the offer, citing
However, the group sounded their best
Yt was not surprising that as Tufts filed
portrayal of the daughter is truhyin1
^ group out"3f?Ha"mliiiv mafij'of the •:• attdiehc'e"^during Brendan' Vtefg 'Mo.Th'eiead vomembers were moved to give them a cal was amazing thanks to Way's amazing voice and the group's dynamics
standing ovation.
The Accidental's, after a shaky rendi- sounded terrific.
tion of Qh What ANight and Justin Ball's
A good time was had by all and all of
embarrassing bout of amnesia, quickly the groups' performances were very enredeemed themselves. The only high joyable. It was interesting to see Trinity's
point of this doomed number was James a capella group alongside the other
Creque's brief rendition of Cotton-Eyed schools' groups.
Perhaps some of' the other groups' enJoe
http^/www.trlncoll.edu/zines/tripod/
ergy
and inventive choreography will
The backup vocals and harmony in
Stray Cat really pulled together and spur Trinity's groups to even higher levBY SASHA BRATT
Arts Writer

The Accidentals And A
Cappella At Hamlin Hall

Haven't nun the
Installer Yet?
No problem! You can still get
all your news a n d reviews
online every week with
Trinity's two premiere online
publications. You'll never
have to walk to Mather again*

http://wwwirincoH.edu/zines/tj/

The Amalgamates sent a shock of much needed energy
and enthusiasm through the crowd. Toe-tapping and
hand-clapping abounded.
formed one tight sound; lead vocal Nate
Zeitz really got into the spirit of the song
and made it his own. • .:
t:,
The group then.pn request, performed.
their "oldie but goodie," Hello.City. The
opening harmony was.extremely clean
and they moved from chord to chord so
swiftly and precisely.
My Gir\ was a nice showcase of the
higher octaves of the.group and pevin

. els. The movements, however corny they
might have been, really, did add something to the performances of the visiting
groups.

•"•:;- •'••:

:':':;

Maybe the Accidentals" will take the
crowd-pleasing choreography of Tufts
and Yale into consideration. We've seen
the Accidentals do it before with their
spirited rendition of Mighty Mouse and
we'd love to see them do it again.

OLESSA P1NDAK

Yale's After The Blue co-ed a capella group performs at Hamlin Hall.
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LECTURES
When Hairy met Sally
AT was repulsed to witness a virtual shattering of a long upheld tradition of oppression
this past week. One especially rebellious freshman decided to bear all in a show of defiance
to the obviously classier, upper class diners in
Mather. The offending urchin dropped his
shorts and brandished a rather furry portion
of his anatomy at the astonished crowd and
then scampered off into the night. As we
speak, mobs of upperclassmen are searching
the campus with torches and pitchforks (AT is
sure of neither where the pitchforks came
from, or what they will be used for, but we
kinda like it.) and you will be found, werewolf
ass.

Trinity Students in Honduras

Stepping Into Fall

On Tuesday, November 9, Cynthia Hall, Eva Shaw, and
Liza Ward, all of the Class of 1999, will report on their
effort to assist a destroyed village in Honduras recover
from the devastation of Hurricane Mitch. Hall, Shaw,
and Ward traveled to Honduras this past summer representing Trinity's efforts toaid Hondurans, dealing specifically with the medical needs of Waller, a village on
the Caribbean coast. They will offer a slide presentation and talk about their experiences, beginning at 7:00
PM in McCook Auditorium. This lecture is sponsored
by the International Studies Program.

On Friday and Saturday, November 12 & 13 at 8:30
PM, the Department of Theater and Dance will present
their fall dance concert, Stepping Into Fall. This vibrant
production will feature Theater and Dance faculty
members Lesley Farlow and Abdoulaye Sylla. Tickets
are $8 general admission, but free with Trinity ID. For
more information, call the Austin Arts Center at (860)
297-2199.

Aftermath of Hurricane Mitch
The International Studies Program will sponsor a
film exposition on the aftermath of Hurricane Mitch
in Central America. The presentation will take place on
Wednesday, November 10 at 6:30 PM in McCook Auditorium. For more information, please contact Gay
Weidlich of the International Studies Program at (860)
297-2472.

Witches in Hallden
A Dollar Buys More Than Long
Distance
AT was far from repulsed this week when
another freshman decided to table dance the
night away at Lockwood on Friday. Not only
did she do an impressive job, but several onlookers were so enthralled that they offered
up dollar bills (which she was kind enough to
return). Upon inquiry (you didn't really think
AT would walk away Without saying hello,
did you?) it was discovered that the impromptu show was not only inspired, but sober. AT was more than shocked, we have to
admit, but it just goes to prove that all the policies in the world won't keep us from being
wacky, oversexed teens. Thank you, fellow
students, for proving that promiscuity is fun
for everyone, even the sober folks.

The Medieval and Renaissance Studies Department
will present a slide lecture in Hallden 121 on Friday,
November 12, at 12:00 PM. The lecture, "The Fall of
Hermogenes: Sorcery, Witchcraft, and the Visual Arts,
1400 -1800" will be given by Prof. Edward Peters, Henry
Charles Lea Professor of Medieval History at the University of Pennsylvania. A buffet lunch will be served.

The Studio 47 Performance Series will present Helix Rising on Wednesday, November 17. Come see the
performance the Boston Herald calls "...exhilarating and
visually riveting." Experience an evening of total improvisation as dancers compose and perform in the
moment as they react and respond to audience. This
Boston-based dance company was co-founded by
Olivier Besson, Debra Bluth, and Rick Brostoff. This
performance, sponsored by the Department of Theater
and Dance, will begin at 7:30 PM in Studio 47, located
on the third floor of Seabury Hall. Admission is free
and no ticket is required.

Trinity College Concert Choir
On Thursday, November 18, the Department of Music presents the Trinity College Concert Choir, under
the conduction of Susan Wiles. Trinity's grand chapel
provides the perfect setting for the Concert Choir's program which includes English Baroque composer Henry
Purcell's Funeral Music for Queen Mary. Trinity Brass
Ensemble will accompany the Concert Choir. The program will also include performances of works by Bach,
Brahms, Gawthrup, and Thomas. The Concert Choir
will begin its performance at 8:00 PM in the Trinity
College Chapel. Admission is free and no ticket is required.

Studio 19 New Play Series
The Studio 19 New Play Series continues on Monday, November 22 with a performance of Taking Leave.
Written by Kat Carlman of the Trinity Graduate Studies Program and directed by Nora Matthews '00, this is
an emotionally demanding piece that tells the story of
two sisters' attempts to lead "normal" lives despite their
mother's on-going struggles with manic-depression.
Presented by the Department of Theater and Dance,
this series showcases new plays created by students in
Professor Arthur Feinsod's playwriting classes. There
will be two showings of Taking Leave, one at 4:15 PM
and 8:00 PM. Admission is free and no ticket is required.

IN HONOROF HIS RECENTLY PUBLISHED BOOK

So Much For The Sober Folks
AT was proud to be in class this week
when a professor revisited his youth. An unidentified prof, mid class, decided to assuage a
throbbing headache with some borrowed pain
pills. Apparently, alot of borrowed pain pills.
He was forced to inquire whether "tingling in
the fingers is normal." AT was a little concerned about this, but then again, we were a
little lit up at the time ourselves, so we decided
to just roll on our merry way. Whee.

Helix Rising

HISTORY AND MEMORY*'
THE RECEPTION WILL BE HELD AT GALLOWS HILL
BOOKSTORE.

l'

Waiting For The Worm
AT was so bored this weekend that we
spent a great deal of time in Mather. You see,
for those of you that haven't noticed, there is
a gummy worm stuck to the ceiling in there.
Some day it will fall, and AT will be waiting
for that sweet, sweet treat. We were eventually
forced to abandon bur project after all of our
saliva dried up and our neck got sore. Sitting
in one place looking up with your mouth
open is hard work, especially after hour six.
Speaking of neck injuries though (and we all
know how funny those can be) A freshman
was spotted in Jarvis unconscious, face down
on the stairs. Since there is, of course, no alcohol in freshmen dorms, we can only presume
he fell there. Hopefully, he has been cleaned
up by maintenance. If not, AT can get those
pitchfork wielding seniors over there with
one phone call. We can use him for fertilizerwant the campus to look its best, right? Sacrifices must be made.

It's Raining From Men
Although AT is only presuming the masculinity of the of fender, a stream of urine (we
tasted, that's how we know, jackass, thanks for
asking) was seen exiting a fourth floor
Northam window. One can only guess at what
state Captain Urine found himself in that
made it impossible for him to leave his room.
We can only hope that he has been tied to his
bed, "Seven" style, as all such offenders should
be. Once again, AT made be forced to call the
pitchfork patrol, and we all know what they'll
be doing this time. In any event, have a pleasant week you peons, AT has a lonely window
at home to visit. And if the offender was female, AT is X9678.

CINtlTUDIO
LOVERS ON THE BRIDGE (R) Tue, Nov. 9

7:30 PM

(France, 1992) Written and directed by Leos Carax. Cinematographer: Jean Yves Escoffier. Cast: Juliette Binoche, Denis
Lavert, Daniel Buain. Presented by Martin Scorsese.
. . . . . • ' •
The most daring French film of the last decade, its release held up by financial disputes, finally gets the chance to wow
Hartford audiences! Leos Carax has created an extravagant world of the imagination, quite unlike any seen before on the
screen. Juliette Binoche (The English Patient) plays an artist who moves to Paris and falls in love with an outcast living in
the shadows of the city's oldest bridge. Although losing her sight, she learns to see the wonders of Paris with entirely new
eyes. The eclectic soundtrack features Richard Strauss, Iggy Pop and Public Enemy, "a wildly romantic anti-romance and
a glorious binge" -J. Hoberman, Village Voice. 125 min.

MUMFORD (R)

Wed,Thu,Fri
Nov. 10,11,12
Sat, Nov. 13

7:30 PM
2:30,7:30 PM

(1999) Written and directed by Lawrence Kasdan. Cast: Loren Dean, Hope Davisjason Lee, Alfre Woodard.
Director Lawrence Kasdan (The Big Chill, Body Heat) make a comeback with a delightful comedy with one of cinema's
most enduring archetypes: a charismatic fake who turns up in a small town to charm the pants off everyone in sight.
Loren Dean plays Dr. Mumford, a self-titled therapist who sets up shop in an isolated community in the Pacific Northwest. His methods are unorthodox, but his patients (including a catalogue shopaholic, a pharmacist with a film noir
fantasy life, and a lonely billionaire a la Bill Gates) don't seem to be complaining. Mumford is a comedy with compassion
that satirizes New Age therapies without doubting the ability of people to help each other heal. 115 min.

TWIN FALLS IDAHO (R)

Fri,Sat
Nov. 12 & 13

9:50 PM

(1999) Directed by Michael Polish. Screenplay by Michael and Mark Polish. Cast: Mark Polish, Michael Polish, Michele
Hicks, Lesley Ann Warren.
What could have been a tasteless joke for curiosity-seekers (a pair of conjoined twins fall in love with the same woman)
turns out to be a subversive little film about alienation. Written, directed, and starring Michael and Mark Polish (who are
identical but not conjoined twins), the film begins as the brothers celebrate their birthday in a faceless hotel room. Enter
Penny, a call girl they have hired for a night's entertainment. As portrayed by Michele Hicks, Penny is a complex character
who first turns away, but later finds herself attracted to one of the men. "dwells a hauntingly on loneliness as it does on
never actually being able to be alone." -Janet Maslin, New York Times. 105 min.
Compiledby Christine McCarthy McMorris
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AFTER His

Latin American Film Series

The Art of Courage Convocation

The Latin American and Spanish Film Series will
continue on Wednesday, November 10 at 7:30 PM. The
featured film will be Chile, Obstinate Memory, with
guest speaker Gustavo Remedi of the Trinity College
Modern Languages Department. The film will be presented in Spanish, with English subtitles in the Life
Sciences Center's Francis Boyer Memorial Auditorium.
For more information on this film and the series, please
call (860) 297-4273.

The Office of the President in association with the
Austin Arts Center and the Departments of Music, Fine
Arts, and Theater and Dance will honor an extraordinary group of leaders in the world of arts for the unique
contribution to society. The following individuals will
be awarded an honorary doctor's degree from the College in recognition of their outstanding achievements:
Willie Colon, Leon Golub, Dollie McLean, Jackie
McLean, Susan Meiselas, Patrick J. O'Connell C75), Tina
Packer, and Peter Schumann. This special College Convocation program will take place on Friday, November
12. The convocation ceremony will take place at the
Trinity College Chapel (see Chapel Happenings).
Among the accompanying events will be a performance by the internationally renowned Bread and Puppet Theatre. For specific details, please call the Austin
Arts Center at (860) 297-2199 or visit their website:
http://www.trincoll.edu/-aac.

Spiritual Awakening
Now through November 14, Spiritual Awakenings,
an exhibition of paintings by Juanita Easton, will be
on display in the Mather Artspace on the second floor
of Mather Hall. This exhibit is a collection of images
that blend modern art with Easton's own cultural heritage. Easton is a local artist from Meriden, Connecticut, who has participated in many art shows and
exhibits, most recently the Hartford Artists' Open Studio weekend.

That Vodou That You Do So Well...
Austin Arts Center unveiled its new Widner Gallery
exhibit, Haitian Vodou Flags, on Monday, November 1.
This vivid exhibition of beaded and sequined Haitian
vodou flags is inspired by the sacred beliefs of the spiritual world of vodou. The collection features the work of
artist George Valris. The Gallery is open daily from 1:00
PM to 6:00 PM; admission is free. The exhibit will be on
display through Friday, December 10.

Few, But Roses
The Watkinson Library presents its new exhibit Few,
But Roses, a collection of fine printing of classical works
from the 20th century. The printing examples to be
shown come from America and abroad, featuring the
beautiful work of such presses as the Ashendene Press
in Chelsea, England and the Gehanna Press in
Northampton, Massachusetts. The exhibit covers works
from 1901 to 1973. The Watkinson Library is open Monday through Friday, 9:30 AM to 4:30 PM. The Few, But
Roses exhibit will be on display through January 2000.
For more information,
l l J d h d
iM

Now

9:00 PM - Anything at the Barn:
Movie&Pizza Night: Netting Hid
Sponsored the by the Office of Student
Activities. Movie will be shown at the
Vernon Social Center.

Friday, Nov. 12
6:45 PM - Homecoming Bantam Rally
Come watch the annual burning of the
"W" on the Main Quad.
9:00 PM - Karaoke at the Bistro
Sponsored by the Office of Student
Activities.
10:00 PM - Homecoming BluefoGoldJam
Event will be held at the Vernon Social
Center. Sponsored by the Office of
Student Activities.

Chapel Happenings
Tuesday, Nov. 9
12:00 PM: Second Tuesday - Friendship Chapel
5:15 PM: Evening Reflections-Friendship Chapel
Hosted by Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
8:15 PM: Lectio Divina - Interfaith House

Business Expo '99
The Middlesex County Chamber of Commerce invites all students to visit the Business Expo '99 at the
Radisson Hotel and Conference Center in Cromwell, CT.
Students can discover the wide range of jobs available
on the market today. There will be drawings for door
prizes generously donated by local merchants and businesses. Tickets cost $2 tor students with a $1 of f coupon
J
ormore
information, please contact the Middlesex County
Chamber of Commerce at (860) 347-6924.

FLA

Wednesday, Nov. 10
12:00PM:
5:00 PM:
5:15 PM:

5:15 PM:
• •''

Roman Catholic Mass-Crypt Chapel
Carillon Lessons
Evening Reflections - Crypt Chapel
Hosted by the Chaplain

Evening Re flections - Friendshi p Chapel
Hosted by Christian Campus Ministry

630 PM: Zen Meditation - Crypt Chapel
9:00 PM: : InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Meeting
• Meeting will be held in Mather Hall

Saturday, Nov; 13
5:15 PM:

Times valid through Nov. 11
General Admission: $3.50

Buckland Hills

Poems are now being accepted for entry in
Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum's new Poetic Achievement
Awards poetry contest. Cash pri zes totalling $1,000 will
be awarded, including a $500 grand prize. The contest
is free to enter. Poets may enter one poem only of 20
lines or fewer on any subject, in any style. All published
poets will receive a year's subscription to the
Sparrowgrass Poetry Newsletter, Poems entered in the
contest will be considered for the upcoming publication, Treasured PoemsojAmerica. The contest will close
November 30. Winners will be notified on January 31,
2000. Poems should be sent to Sparrowgrass Poetry
Forum, DeptJ, 609 Main St., PO Box 193, Sistersville, WV
26175.

9:00 PM - Live Entertainment at the Underground
Coffee House. Sponsored by the Office of
Student Activities.

F 4 d a y , N o v . 1 2 ,':/••{,vvV-v:
' .'•." .•
1200 PM: Muslim Prayers -Crypt Chapel
5:30 PM:. "Art of Courage" Convocation;-Main Chapel

Elm Theatre - New Britain Ave.
Crazy in Alabama (PG-13)
Superstar (PG-13)

Poetry on a National Scale

Thursday, Nov. 11

Praise and Worship with Gospel Choir V :

Real Art Ways - 56 Arbor St.
Times valid through Nov. 11
General Admission: $6.00

7:00,9:20 PM
7:10,9:30 PM

^V-vt;:: :::v:7.::;• :/V<.

Sunday^,
12:00PM; Holy'Eucharist^rviceforReuniori:'Weekend

The King of Masks (NR)
The Saragossa Manuscript (NR)

2:30,5:30 PM
7:15 PM

Showcase Cinemas - Hartford Area
Silver Lane

Times Valid through Nov. 11 -General Admission: $8.25

Times valid through Nov. 11 - General Admission: $8.00

The Adventures of Elmo in Grouchland (G)
12:30,2:15 PM
American Beauty (R)
l:25,3:55,7:0O,9:35PM
The Bachelor (PG-13)
1:05,3:50,5:25,7:55,10:10 PM
The Best Man (R)
1:20,4:10,7:20,10:00 PM
The Bone Collector (R)
1:15,1:45,4:00,4:30,7:15,7:45,9:55,10:20 PM
Bringing Out the Dead (R)
1:10,4:05,6:55,9:45 PM
Double Jeopardy (R)
12:35,2:55,5:2O,7:45,1O:O5PM
Fight Club (R)
4:05,9:30 PM
House on Haunted Hill (R)
12:55,1:40,3:20,3:50,5:30,6:00,7:40,8:05,10:00,10:30 PM
The Insider (R)
12:3O,3:45,7:3OPM
Music of the Heart (PG)
1:35,4:20,7:10,9:50 PM
Random Hearts (R)
6:50 PM
The Sixth Sense (PG-13)
12:40,3:15,5:40,8:00,10:20 PM
The Story of Us (R)
1:00,3:10,7:50 PM
The Straight Story (G)
1:30,4:10,7:05,9:25 PM
Three Kings (R)
1:50,4:15,7:25,9:40 PM
Three to Tango (PG-13)
5:15,9:55 PM

The Bachelor (PG-13)
12:35,2:45,4:50,7:20,9:40 PM
Bats (PG-13)

4:30PM;<Rosary'Service"CryptChapel
:5:00:PfM::::ftoM^
• 7:00PM: -\fespefs with the:ghapel5ihgersi •

.. 5:i5 PM::,: Evening Reflections -Friendship Chapel::
;•••>•':; • ' • • : V ; H o s t c d h y t h e . C h a p i a i r i ;

: K!
; ;
; ••..••., ' .: ;". :. :;':;.

12:35,2:45,4:50,7:15,9:20 PM
The Best Man (R)
1:50,4:40,7:50,10:30 PM
Blue Streak (PG-13)
12:5O,3:OO,5:1O,7:25,9:35PM
The Bone Collector (R)
1:45,4:30,7:45,10:25 PM

CLASSIFIEDS

Bringing Out the Dead (R)
Double Jeopardy (R)

1:10,4:10,7:20,9:50 PM
12:30,2:55,5:25,7:45,10:15 PM

Fight Club (R)
2:50,5:35,10:25 PM
House on Haunted Hill (R)
12:45,2:55,5:05,7:40,10:00 PM
The Insider (R)
12:30,3:45,7:10,10:25 PM
Music of the Heart (PG)
l:3O,4:00,7:0O,9:35PM
:
The Sixth Sense (PG-13)
12:40,3:05,5:15,7:30,9:55 PM
Three Kings (R)
12:30,8:10 PM

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS!
Students earn
$ 5 7 5 weekly
processing/assembling
medical ID cards from
your home. Experience
unnecessary,
We train you!
CallMediCand:

1-514-386-523O,
ext.3OO.

Large Cheese Pizza

YORK PI

$5.50

495 Farmington Avenue

Pick-ipOnly!
Monday Only!

ere in1W flcrf/br

Usep r cha^e card
for any delivery

unusual

Open 7 days a week - 11:00a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
.. _ _ ^ ^

Medium 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 16"(8 slices) Thin Crust * X-Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust * Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Medium
Largt
$ 7.50...............
$ 9.85
$10.00
....$14.85
$10.50
.....$15.85
$ .50
.......$ 1.00.....

Cheese...
Veggie....
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
Additional Toppings

X-Large
$12.00....
$17.50
$19.00....
$ 1.50..

Sicilian
$13.00
..$18.50$20.00
..........$ 1.50

TOPPINGS; Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes.

CALZONES

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Riootte, Mozzarelia and Parmesan
cheeses, blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, oiives, mayo,
BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

PNBy Cheese Steak...,
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon
Phiily Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak

Chicken Parmigiana

Eggplant Parmiqiana
Meatball Parmigiana...........
Veal -Parmigiana
Sausage Parmigiana
Ham, Salami, t t a e
Hami CCheese
Turkey I Cheese
Tuna*Cheese.
Veggie
gg & Cheese
f» * T
• A /M . . .
Pepperoni & Cheese....,.,...

Salami &Cheese
Chicken Sandwich &Cheese

45.50
$8.25
$7.45

$5.15

Caizone
each additional filing

.........44.90
$ .50

APPETIZERS

Buffalo Tenders ,.,....„.,.,.,..„„..,..,..,...........,
(8 for $5.75
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide)......................,...(12 for$6J0

,.....;.;;•.....:;,,,.....,.;.. ...,$5,15'
Fingers
$5.15 Chicken
Chik
Fi Sticks.
Mozzarella
$5.15
J 5 . 1 I Onion Rings
1.
|5;49: French Fries
...........«......;...;..... ......|5,15: .; Cheese Fries.
$ 5 i § : ; -Fried Dough.
..;....,..,..,...$5.15
Breadstieks.......
,.
$4.50, . Garlic Bread
'
faf
I'A
/^._ I'.. Pk... . .1 . . . I - L - « _ . .
„.
...............45.40 Garlic Bread w/cheese
:«—.«— $450 Chips

•....„...,..,......,., $5.65.

Griilad Turkey, Bacon & Cheese

$8.00

; BLT i Cheese ,....„,...,...„..„......,....
Grilled Ham & Cheese
;
"•...
DINNERS

$4.25

served w/garlic bread w/cheese
•• Lasagna • Manicotti • Ravioli * Stuffed Shells
$8.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)

•All prices do not include tax.

...$5.00

.(7) for $4,75 JRU
,. ....................,.$3.20
$2,85 ^
$3J0w
(8) lor $ 2 . 5 0 ^
..(8)for$2.50 ~
$185 ^
fl*O

$ 'so it

SALADS

Tossed Salad
Antipasto Salad
Tuna Salad
Extra Dressing

ACS

$4.05
$575
...»$5.75
$ .50

.,

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Thousand Island, Italian, Fat Free Italian

e Chocolate Cake..
SODAS (one liter)

....$3.25

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, iced Tea

$1.60

1

'» mm mm

^ ^wwTTjfrppw^ '^^W^S^f

WSt Order ofFEED DOUGH FRE toof GARLIC BRE
with Any Large Pkza Order » • * Any LargePim
;

- Um\prweMcoupon- Coupon ssmftoibs combined
~ . j > » t j » w ^ fioww* U1m O8ij»rift6

•

OFF

FREE LITER OF S
j with-Any Large P i m Order j
I

- Muitmention csupon before ordering,

- |fu«{fK'fsent<^upi»}»Coupon «aim^b««
Mmi mwiott c w p n Wor« grd$rin|

1

Pizza

I
mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm "JL

M»«t pmml eoupoti * Coupon cafiaot te coml?lr»<i

Cheese Pizza
with pwfchase <rf mf
large plaasa
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Walter Payton: A Tribute To "Sweetness"
The Tripod Celebrates
The National Football League's Greatest Running Back Ever
and beautiful are all adjectives that can
BY ANDREW WEISS

describe both Payton and Chicago. He
found a way to shape his play into a synthesis of form and function.
He never played defense, yet he could
To go along with his hard work, sheer
take down any player in the National determination, and physical gifts was
Football League during his career. He the class that he always carried himself
was not a quarterback, but he threw with. He did whatever the Bears asked
touchdown passes in some of the biggest of him and excelled wherever he played.
games that he played in. On Monday To go along with the tremendous yardNovember 1, 1999, the Chicago Bears age he accumulated on the ground,
halfback of 13 seasons, Walter Payton, Payton amassed almost 22,000 all-purwho criss-crossed his way over Soldier pose yards. When he was not gaining
Field and countless other NFL stadiums yards, he was helping others do so. His
to record 16,726 rushing years, died of blocks and ability to fool defenses with
bile duct cancer at 45. While he holds play action was legendary. Payton simmore NFL records than this article can ply did what was needed to to help his
begin to recall, the player and the life of team win and rarely complained about
Walter Payton was not about numbers it. He continued to be a class act after
he accumulated or the games he won. his career by establishing the Walter
His essence can only truly be found in Payton Foundation, which is still dedithe way that he played the game and the cated to providing financial and motivahow he carried himself.
tional assistance to abused or neglected
During the 1970s and early '80s, fol- youths.
lowing such heroes as Erie Banks and
Payton's numbers would be remarkGale Sayers and before the rise of Michael able for anyone, but when taken into
Jordan, Ryne Sandberg, or Sammy Sosa consideration that he gained many of
in Chicago, Payton defined Chicago's yards, and sent a number of his records,
sports scene. His blue collar work ethic on bad or mediocre football teams they
and style of play made him a perfect fit are all the more outstanding. Coming
for the City with Broad Shoulders. Of- out of Jackson State, Payton was fourth
ten in interviews, Payton would com- in Heisman voting and was drafted in
ment that he always wanted to play 1975 to a depleted Chicago team. In his
defense, but because of his speed and first year he only rushed for 679 yards
ability to avoid tackles he was placed on and scored even touchdowns for a meoffence. Unlike many other great diocre Bears team. In 1976, he showed
runningbacks, he relied more upon why the Bears had taken him number
blinding speed and graceful moves. four in the draft when he rushed for 1,390
PaytoH lased brut force to gain much of yard and scored thirteen touchdowns.
•his yardage. When a defender tried to Although he never gained over 2,000
hit him, he would hit back, often knock- yards, his greatness was in his consising that player to the ground. His style tency. After 1977, he churned out nine
was reminiscent of the city in which he more 1,000-yard seasons, including 1,852
played. Powerful, functional, utilitarian, yards in 1977. During his thirteen seaOpinion Editor

Walter Payton rumbles for a big gain against haplessViking defenders

sons Payton gained 16,726 yards to set the
NFL rushing record, which still stands
today. He set a number of other team and
league records a long the way, including
the most yards in a single game, when
he torched the Minnesota Vikings for 275
yards in 1977. He also holds twenty-eight
team records and seven league records.
In 1985, his years of personal hard
work and team play earned him and
Bears an appearance in Super Bowl XX.
Although Payton rushed for less than
100 yards and did not score a touchdown, he did the little things that helped
the Bears beat New England 35-10.

anchovies
garlic
olives
ricotta

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

SHEET

$1.00 on large

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach

I»AN
$15.00

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

PIZZA

$4,95
$4.95
$4.95
;. $4.25
$3.00
$1.99
$.50

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
HOUSE SPECIAL . . . . MEO $10.00 . LARGE $15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers.

Additional toppings $2.00 each
• *4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!

498B FARM1NGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

GRINDERS
SIM*!!
IOBKJJS
. . . $3.75 , . . .. S7.se
.. S375 . -. .. S7.5O
.. .$375 . . .. $7.50
.. , S3.7S . . . ., S7.50
HAM
• S3.75 . , . 87,50
TURKEY
. ..
. S3 75 . . .. $7.50
PEfPERONi
...$3.75 . . . .. $7.50
ROAST BEEF
.$3.75 .
.. $?,50
TUNA
COMBO (2 kinds of above) . ...S4.S0 . . . ,. S9.Q0
.. S7;50
EGGPLANT PARM1G1ANA ...S3JS
.. S8.5Q
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA , . . . S 4 . 2 S
.. S8.50
CHICKEN CUTLET
.. , $4.25
, .-$4.25
. S8.5Q
STEAK/CHEESE ,
S375
.. $7.50
MEAT BAILS
, . , $375
.. S7.50
SAUSAGE
.. $7.50
, . . $375
B.L.T.
. $3 75 .. . . . $7.50
VECG1E/CHEESE . .
. , . $4.99 . •. .. $9.98
ITALIAN ,;
COOKED SAlAMt
PASTRAMi
GENOA :

236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK * 11:00 AMTOM A M

**FREE DELIVERY*
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase
,; Zke Best (Pizza (or Zke Best (Price \
ICGMBO SPECIAL J Buy a targe Cheese j
I -Larg& Cheese • t .With One Topping .
1
. ' 4 0 Wings. * ' "itad Get A Second »
i
2 liter Soda
! large Cheese For (
f,mmmatmtmmamma$immmpn±-

PRtMAVERA
MED S9.95 ,. LARGE $13.25
Mushroom, broccoli, peppers, olives an<J sliced
tomatoes on a white pie.
CHICKEN PESTO . . . . MEO S9.95 . . URGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarelta, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce.
SHRIMP PESTO
MED $11.25 URGE $14.25
Fresh kfeazarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basteci in Pesto sauce.
WHITW1E
MED $7.95 . . . LARGE S9.95
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE C L A M
MED S7.95 . . . LARGE S9.95
Baby clams, romano cftaese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN ..MED $9.95 . , LARGE $13.25
Frestt MoKarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basteci in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN
MED $9.50 . . LARGE S12.S0
pineappie. peppers, ham and liot sauce.

— ™~—

SALADS

PASTA ANE* DINNERS

CHEFSALAO
Harn. turkey, cheess, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.

$5.50

ANTtPASTO
Salami, papperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, grean peppers and lettuce.

S5.50

T U N A SALAD . . . : . . . . .
- $4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, plives and cucumbers.
GR8EKSAIAD
Fete cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.
.

ORDERS

WINGS (MiW, Hot) . . . . (10)
M O Z S U t t L l A STICKS <B)
CHICKJEN FINGERS . . (10)
GYRO
GAKUCBREAD
(16")
HUES
CHIPS
,

16" Large $9.50

Additional Toppings; $,50onmed.

Accolades were many during Payton's
career. He was named NFL MVP twice,
first in 1977 and again in 1985. Payton
attended the Pro Bowl nine times, and on
July 31,1993, he was treated to one of the
greatest honors that any professional
athlete could receive: induction in the
Pro Football Hall of Fame.
Most of all, Payton loved the game,
loved to run, and loved his teammates
and fans. Perhaps he said it, or better yet
sung it best in the famed "Super Bowl
Shuffle" when he sang, "Well, they call
me Sweetness, and I like to dance.
Runnin' the ball is like makin' romance."

SIDE

CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $7.50

E5PNCOM

1

Large
* Cheese Pizza
I' '"-•> ' ••,"_-,

l

2UTERSODA
* Wi1;|t;finyLaig^ •
i CKieesefkza'".1

i *1»0O O F f * -|Buyi6"GfimtGrtaeter|

$4.95

TOSSEDSAIAD ..:,'.'.:..,.
$1-98
Italian, Creamy Italian, French Blua Cheese, Ranch
$nti Lite Italian.'
'
.^_______

SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUCC ...'. $5.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH MEAT6AHS S6.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUSAGE $6.95
EGGPLANT PARMIGtANA WITH PASTA .
$7.95.
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
S8.95
BAKED ZITI ..
..,.,...,.
S7.9S
MEATRAVIOU
S6.95
CHEESE RAVIOLI
$6.95
VSGOIE RAVIOH
•
$6.S5
Includes salad and roll

I
Coupon Can't Be Combined With Any Other Offer,
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.

BEVERAGES
DESSERT

SPORTS
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Trinity
Sports
Prewlew:
It's Win ten The Time Of Year When The Days A re Shorter A nd Plan t L ife Dies. Let's Play Ball!
h

T^I

h

BY DAVID KINGSLEY
Director Of Sports Information

Men's Track And Field:
A 14th-place tie at the 1999 New England Track and Field Championships
highlighted another strong year for the
men's squad. Led by a talented core of seniors in 1999-2000, the Bantams will
need to replace 1999 All-American tricaptain Greg Tirrell (javelin) who
graduated.
The Bantam coaching staff has high
expectations for senior co-captain Ben
Goss, the 1998-99 New England Division
III pentathlon champion, and junior cocaptain distance specialist Todd Markelz.
Both were All-New England athletes in
1999.
Other solid veterans include senior
Andrew Malick (steeplechase), junior
Oliver Page (pole vault), and sophomores
Adam Reckert (shot put, hammer), Nick
Fox (shot, discus, and hammer), and
Steve Napier (mile).

Women's Track And Field:

Ain 1999-2000
S
is the team's performance

Keohane and Scott Wallach give Trinity
an exceptionally solid backcourt.
LaBella, an excellent long range, lefthanded shooter, is a two-year starter
who can play either guard spot.
Keohane has developed nicely as a
point guard, finishing as the team's top
assist man last season with 78. Wallach
is a proven scorer who paced Trinity
with 21 points in the NCAA win over
Hamilton. All three are experienced, athletic, and mentally tough. Sophomore
guards Matt Jones and Jamie Silvestro
both displayed the potential to help the
team as well.
Senior co-captain forward Rory Neal
has developed steadily throughout his
career as a relentless rebounder and defender. He is active underneath oh both
ends of the floor on every play. Sophomore Brian Dion, a 6-foot-6-inch forward, is a solid all-around player. Dion
was a vital contributor off the bench as
a freshman, erupting for a season-high
20 points in the regular season finale
against Connecticut College.
Another sophomore, 6-foot-4
swingman Jarod Greene, should be a
major factor this season. Greene is a tremendous leaper and he shot 56 percent
from the field in 20 games as a rookie.
Second-year forward Rick Hein is another promising option in the low post.
Despite the loss of the five letter winners
to graduation, the Bantams have plenty
of reason for optimism in 1999-2000.
Coach Ogrodnik, who is excited about
perhaps his most athletic team yet,
states, "The experience of advancing to
the Elite Eight was a great one. The fate
of this group will be determined by the
development and maturity of the returning players. It is vital that we understand
the value of the work ethic and continue
with the same commitment that characterized the departed senior class."
^pnVianp snH ^rnrf W a l l a r h trivp T r i n i r v
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last year: a 6-2 regular season finish that
earned a bye to the league playoff
quar terfinals, and a 5-1 triumph over defending champion Hamilton College to
earn a first-ever ECAC East semifinal
appearance. Head Coach John Dunham
(323-235-19) enters his 26th season with
another experienced team, bolstered by
a strong first-year group.
A solid group of battle-tested forwards
led by senior tri-captains Dan Lyons and
Ryan Southard, returns for the Bantams.
Lyons is a skilled player who has led the
squad i n scoring for the past two seasons,
while Southard is a two-year captain
who can also score goals. Fellow classmates Mikko Auvinen, Scott Rickard,
and Wayne Sellers all possess the ability
to ignite the Bantam offense as well.
Speedskater Denis Petrov has developed
steadily and should be a major contributor in his junior season.
A highly competitive situation exists
on defense, where a host of accomplished
veterans returns. Senior tri-captain Andrew Burns and junior Justin Clarke
emerged as top defenders with strong
leadership ability.
Senior John O'Leary, who notched
nine assists in eight games, is back after
a season-ending illness and joins the
impressive sdphomore trio of Martins
Lans, Mike Sayre, and Tim Neary on the
back line.
A major task for the Bantam coaching
staff will.be to replace all-time save
leader Jeff rey Blair '99 in goal. The leading candidates should be sophomore
Geoff Faulkner, Boston University transfer David Magid '00, and freshman Evan

The 1999 season was a banner year for
the Trinity College women's track and
field team, as six athletes qualified for
Nationals while leading the team to a
fifth-place finish at the NCAA Division
•lit New England Championships.
Yolanda Flamino, a member of the Class
of .1999, finished her stellar career with
a fifth-place performance in the 5,000
rrie'ters, She and junior heptathlete
Mandy Rival were 1999 Ail-Americans.
Beth Doran, Thania Benios, and Nicole
Ffanley also were members of the Class
of 1999 who competed at the NCAA Division III National Championships in
M u n n o . ••'.•","
.
their senior seasons.
Coach Dunham is optimistic about the
\ In addition to Rival, another nationalteam^s prospects in 1999-2000. "We have
qualifying junior who will lead a host of
an experienced group of forwards and
returning talent will be sprinter/middle
-defensemen. Consistency in goal as well
distance runner Marisa Eddy. Leading a
as improved scoring will be key to the
strong sophomore class will bejen Villa
After earning its third straight ECAC team's success," says Dunham." With
(triple jump), Sarah Farnham (sprints),
Beth Landry (long jump), and Jessica East playoff berth since joining the strong competition for positions, we will
highly competitive league in 1991-92, the again be a team with a great work ethic
Martin (javelin).
Trinity College men's ice hockey pro- that competes hard every game. The
gram now looks to establish itself as a toughness and maturity of the senior
" I n 1999-2000, junior-co-captain consistent fixture among the upper ech- class will be assets as we look to advance
Michael LaBella, and juniors Mike elon of the league. A reason for optimism again in the ECAC playoffs."

Men's lee Hockey

Men's Basketball:

Men's

IviATI G ^ f T I I B I s h "

With all but two starters returning
and 15 returning players (five All-Americans among them), the 1999-2000 Trinity College men's squash team is
prepared for a repeat of lastyear's perfect
season. Capturing the NISRA Team
Championship title has elevated Trinity's
already fine tradition of competition and
success. Last season, the Bantams finished 17-0 and defeated Harvard University, 8-1, in Cambridge, MA, to win the
College's first-ever national championship in any sport. Along the way, Trinity
won 150 of 153 varsity matches and put
seven players on the All-American
squad.
Though the squad has lost All-American co-captains Charles Saunders and
Joseph Pentland to graduation, the Bantams return an all-star slate of athletes
from all over the globe. All-American cocaptain Preston Quick and All-American and two-time NISRA singles
champion Marcus Cowie lead a group of
five seniors who have combined for a 513 record in their three seasons. Loua
Coetzee, Richard Sheldon, and co-captain John Burn have been significant
contributors in terms of their play arid
committment to the team concept. Junior Akhil Behl and sophomore Lefike
Ragonste return after earning First Team
All-American honors in their rookie seasons. Behl compiled a 14-3 singles m"ark,
playing at number two, while Ragonste
won 15 of 16 matches and captured the
USSRA Under-24 Singles title in March.
Sophomores Rohan Bhappu and
twins Gaurev and Rohan Juneja are;lhe
other returning players fromjasf
season's top 10. The trio combined^fora
30-1 dual record. Head Coach Paul
Assaiante (sixth season), who wasvirecently named the 1999 United Stales"
Pan-American Games Coach and the
1999 USA World Team Head Coach, has
brought in another heralded group of
newcomers with international experience, including English World Junior
Team member Jonathan Smith.
The team will begin the 1999-2000
campaign with a training trip, to
Amsterdam.
'
Continued In Next Week's Issue

><-Country I mpresses Volleyball Hits Hard
Bants Travel Compete InECAC's In Grafton,MA
^.^

— strong time of 20:56 at the 40th position,
and Senior Captain Kara Barbalunga finSports Editor
ished with a solid time of 21:04. Sarah
Hackett, a freshman, raced a 21:46 at the
Last Saturday, the Bantams squared off 79th spot, and freshman Stephanie
against other crosscountry teams in the Wezowicz ran with a time of 22:23. SeEastern College Athletic Conference nior Katherine Frank finished off her
meet at the Tufts course in Grafton, Trinity cross-country career well that
Massachussetts. While the men rested day with a strong time of 22:35. "I felt resome of their runners in preparation for a^y fast, and felt very good. The strategy
the upcoming New England Division I's, that Coach told us to get out fast and
the lady Bants ruffled more than a few keep thinking positively in the race refeathers by placing 6th overall, beating ally helped."
out rival teams such as Coast Guard and
In the men's race, only three runners
Amherst.
for Trinity crossed the line as intended
Apparently, one of the keys to this suc- that day, Adam Strogoff said that "It
cessful race was the women's strategy of wasn't one of my best time wise, but conestablishing a strong lead in the begin- sidering the course conditions, it was one
ning, but easing off on the first hill to of my better races. The gradual hills and
save some energy for the rest of the the steep ones were tough, but.overall it
course. Once the first mile was over, the was a solid race." Solid indeed for
plan was to pour on the speed for the rest Strogoff, who came in with a time of
of the race. This resulted in freshman 30:35. Senior Co-Captain Adam Forkner
Leann Rheaume '03 flying over the line battled it out through the whole race to
in an 11th place position, at a strong time secure a 29:29. This was the last race for
of 19:53. Rheame was coming off an Forkner, who is known as one of the
Achilles tendon injury from over the most dedicated runners on the team.
summer and only now feels that she is Junior Todd Markelz spoke of Adam as a
starting to run races at her level again. "die-hard runner who never missed
Second for Trinity was.sophomore practice" and Junior Steve Napier, anCaroline Leary racing in only 16 ticks of other Trinity runner that day coming in
the clock after Rheaume at 17 th place, at at 30:04, said simply that, "Forkner is
a time of 20:09. "It was a little tough ter- hard-core." The Trinity College crossrain," said Leary, "but I knew it from last country teams now take their top runyear, and Coach had us ready for it. I ners to the New England Division I race
think it went well." Kate Klein found her this weekend at UMASS Dartmouth, on
way into the finishing chute with a Saturday, November 13.
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Trinity
Hosts NESCAC Opponents
In Tournament
valuable addition to the team at setter.
Continued from page 24
onship All-Tournament Team. Her lead- These players are but a few from this
ership and stellar play will be sorely team that is looking to make other teams
missed by the Bantams next season. The "eat" leather all season long next year.
bright side for the team, however is that
NESCAC Tourney Standings
sheis the only player that the team will
lose to graduation. The team has a won1. Amherst
4. Williams
derful pair of seasoned leaders in their
2.
Bates
.
5. Wesley an
juniors Megan Konieczny and Angie
3.
Middlebury
6. Trinity
DeMartino. Konieczny, an offensive specialist has been invaluable to the Bantams scoring AH-NESCAC honors last
year and coming up huge for the Bantams as well this year, most notably in
the game against Colby during the
NESCAC tournamnet. DeMartino, a defensive specialist has a crippling serve
Live with British
and is all over the floor in the back making digs. The Bantams also have a strong
students in the very
crop of underclassmen. Sophomores incenter
as a Registered
clude 1999 All-NESCAC Second Team
Visiting Student of
member Beth Landry who posesses a
devastating spike and Kristin Hagan,
a medieval college
who has also frightened opponents with
with university privileges.
her blasts from above the net. Exciting
newcomers to the team include Isabell
Summer and graduate study
Krusen, who has shown great serving
and offensive prowess, Molly Roach who
Washington International
has dominated the right side of the court
Studies Council
all season and is a great blocker and
Kristine Horton, who has been an in214 Massachusetts Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
Note: We apologize for th& incorrect
Phone Number: (202) 547-3275
score in the Football scorebox last
Free Telephone: {800) 323-WISC
weefe Thecorrcci scow was 14-10.
Fat-unite: (202)547-1470
Look for covera.ee of ihc Amherst
E-mail: \visc@erols,eom
and Hommiminp Game nc\l week.
www.studyabroad.corn/wisc
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This Week in Sports

Please, Please, Stop Sending Letters...
Here's Your Damn Top Ten List!
Dave Letterman Who?
Top Ten Websites From The Sports World
10. www.turtlenecks-r-us.com (George Steinbrenner)
9. www.$$$.com (Michael Jordan)
8. www.midgets-anonymous.com (Mugsy Boges)
7. www.how-many-hits-do-Lhave-to-getP.com (Pete Rose)
6. www.DARE.com (Darryl Strawberry)
5. www.quitter.com (Wayne Gretzky)
4. www.assault-your-coach.com (Latrell Sprewell)
3. www.you-are-fired.com (Jim Hargrove)
2. www.armpit-on-the-rim.com (Vince Carter)
1. www.can-i-reach-that-for-youP.com (Manute Bol)

Trinity Sports Etc.
1999 Fall Sports Schedule
Football
11/13 vs. Wesleyan (Homecoming Game)

Men's And Women's Cross Country
11/13 NCAA Divison III New England Championship @ Boston, MA.
11/20NCAA Divsion IINational Championship ©Dartmouth, MA.
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Soccer Steamrolls Through End of Regular Season
The Men's Soccer Team Pulls One Over On Western Connecticut And Scorches Stevens Tech 9-0
second half. Center midfielders
Caley Iandiorio '01 and Daniel
Sports Writer
Rudolph '01 hooked up for this
one, Rudolph netting his third
of the year. Western quickly
bounced back, though, tying up
the score in a matter of minutes.
The Bantams desperately
needed a. spark, tied 1-1 as regulation wound down.
Enter Michael Wilson '00.
Wilson had scored two gameThe Trinity Men's Soccer winners in the most dramatic
team capped off a record break- fashion in the last two games;
ing regular season last week, de- for him to do it a third time in a
feating Western Connecticut row would be absolutely phe(2-1) and Stevens Tech (9-0). The nomenal- borderline ridiculous.
Bantams ended the season with Yet that is exactly what he did.
an impressive 11-3 record, Beating a Western defender,
which earns them the third Wilson found himself alone
round seed in the New England with the western keeper. Deftly
By DANIEL RUDOLPH

Stevens Tech 0

tarn goalscorers.
Having finished the season in
such a strong manner, the Bantams expected a bid to the
NCAA's, but did not receive an
invitation. They at least figured
they would get the #1 seed in
the ECACs, but they were not
awarded this spot either. Instead, the Bants are #3 in the
ECAC and while they know
they were swindled, they are

not too disappointed. New playoff standards have diluted the
NCAA tournament; many of
the best teams throughout the
nation are playing ECAC tournaments. The New England
ECAC is perhaps the best Division III postseason tournament
this year and the Bants are
strong enough to win.
This Wednesday, at 1:30,
Trinity hosts Plymouth State

College in a first round
matchup. If you are a real Bantam, you'll skip class to come
and support the team.

Western Conn. 1

Having finished the season in such a
strong manner, the Bantams expected a
bid to the NCAA's hut did not recieve an
invitation.
ECAC tournament, to be played
this week.
Wednesday's match against
Western Conn, was crucial.
Having won five in a row, the
Bj^ntams needed to maintain,
"'momentum asthey geared up
for the playoffs. Although the
Bantams carried play in the first
half, the score was 0-0 at halftime. It did not take the Bantams long to take the lead in the

pushing it past the sprawled
goalie, he slipped it into the far
corner. Trinity would hold on to
the 2-1 lead.
The last match pitted Trinity
against Stevens Tech. The Bants
certairily expected>ictory; but
this 9-0 romp certainly surpassed everybody's predictions.
Christopher Zoppi '02 earned a
hat-trick and Stuart "Beardo"
Poole '03 netted two to lead Ban- Trinity goalkeeper Irf an Rizvi '01 comes out of his lair to pounce on the ball.

NATE CURTIS

Volleyball Posts Winning Record At NESCAC Tourney
Bantams Gain A 3-2 Record vs. League Opponents On Their Home Turf This Past Weekend
tional slogans on them. Fans
aren't afraid to throw out a
PURUSHOTHAM
taunt or two when the other
Sports Editor
team needs to hear it nor do
they hesitate to remind the refAs an avid fan of the Trinity erees where they left their
Volleyball Team, 1 can say that glasses. This was never more
there is never a dull moment at true than this past weekend, as
one of their matches. The fans, Trinity hosted the NESCAC volalthough sometimes sparse, are leyball tournament. Trinity
enthusiastic and vocal. Some was hoping to win the tournaeven carry signs with inspira- ment, thereby securing an autoBY MATT

matic bid for the NCAA Division III Championship Tournament. Alas, this honor was to go
to the Lady Jeff's of Amherst
who won nine of ten games that
they played. The Bantams finished sixth but not before providing their fans with some
exhilarating play.
Their first match of the weekend came against Hamilton
College, a squad Trinity had

beaten earlier in the season. The
Bantams came out strong, winning the first two games handily and were up 9-1 in the third
game, when the Hamilton
squad found a way to weasel
their way back into the match
by taking that game as well as
the next game. Trinity prevailed in a close (15-13) final
game and. escaped with a 3-2
victory. The Bantams expected
to beat Hamilton a bit more
thoroughly, but were happy to
have the win under their belts.
Next, the Bantams were to
face a potent squad from Bates,

down deep and found their Agame, punishing Tufts 15-3 in
the fourth, and then taking the
fifth to win the match.
Riding high off their morning
victory, the Bantams entered
their match against the Colby
College Mules with nothing but
confidence and it showed. The
Bantams won in four, taking the
last game 15-3. This sent a message to their next opponent
Wesieyan University that any
opponent that did not take them
seriously, might face the same
fate as the White Mules.
The Bants faced the Wesieyan

Facing two must win games, the Bantams
reached down deep and found their Agame, punishing Tufts 15-13 in the fourth
and then taking the fifth to win the match.

The Trinity Volleyball Team takes sixth place in ECAC Tournament and ends season. NATE CURTIS

who ultimately placed second Cardinals in the game to deterin the tournament. The Ban- mine fifth place. Things seemed
tams were swept in three games, to be going well for the Bantams
but kept the second and third early in the match as they
close dropping them by only 2 chalked up a win in the first
and 4 points respectively. The game 15-12. However, things
Bantams were down, but by no then turned sour, as Wesieyan
means out entering the second won the next three games, winday of competition. The Ban- ning one of them by the score of
tams first opponents were the 15-5. It was a disappointing end
Jumbos of Tufts University, who for the Bantams, but they cerpromptly got on top one game tainly cannot be disappointed
to nothing. The Bantams struck with their season. The Bantams
back with a victory of their own played a great season
in the second, but then dropped
Senior Harleigh Leach was
the third. Facing two must win voted to the NESCAC Champigames, the Bantams reached
Continued on page 22

